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Summary

An extensive study of the dynamical properties of laser driven atoms in optical

cavities has been completed. The presence of a cavity is found to produce behavior

dramatically different from that exhibited by driven atoms in free space. In the case of

mode-degenerate optical cavities, it is found that a laser field may drive two-level atoms into

steady-state inversion. This has been considered impossible. Such cavities are also found

to perturb fundamental strong-field atomic spectra. These perturbations indicate novel and

previously unseen atomic dynamics. Inasmuch as any small structure may produce effects

similar to those produced by a cavity, the results of the present experiments demonstrate

that small optical devices may be operable in heretofore totally unanticipated regimes. We

have also found that driven atoms in a cavity exhibit two-photon gain and may form the

basis of the first cw two-photon laser. Already the first measurements of cw two-photon

gain have been completed. We have theoretically analyzed to behavior of both one and

two-photon driven atom lasers, and find that both may exhibit bright squeezing. In other
words, these lasers have a squeezed-state output field rather than a coherent-state output.
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Discoveries

1. The steady-state inversion of driven atoms was shown to be influenced by the spectral

structure of the electromagnetic vacuum to which the atoms are coupled. In some cases,

steady-state positive inversions arise. Heretofore, positive inversions in optically driven two-

level atoms have been considered impossible. Using a cavity to perturb the vacuum, we

have experimentally demonstrated increases in steady-state atomic excitation.

2. We have shown that depending on the precise configuration of walls and boundaries,

driven atoms may exhibit dynamics radically different than in the well studied case of atoms

in free space.

3. We have demonstrated one-photon lasing with cavity-confined optically driven two-level

atoms as the gain medium.

4. We have made the world's first observation of cw two-photon gain.

5. We have theoretically demonstrated that driven two-level atoms may be employed as a

gain medium to realize the first two-photon laser.

6. We have experimentally demonstrated that the effect of quantum fluctuations on a strong

atomic transition can be suppressed in three-level atoms through the optical excitation of

a weak transition coupled to the strong one.

7. We have experimentally demonstrated for the first time that atoms driven by a

bichromatic excitation field exhibit a spectrum dramatically different from that known in the

case of monochromatic excitation.
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Description of Results

Original Statement of Work:

We propose to undertake a comprehensive program of experimental studies

aimed at the elucidation of fundamental problems in quantum optics. This

program will include studies of the production of squeezed light using second

harmonic generation, the interaction of squeezed light with two-level atoms

under clean experimental conditions, the coupling of atoms to vacuum

fluctuations of the electromagnetic field, the spectra of atoms in cavities, the

creation of steady-state samples of atoms in pure dressed states, and the

creation of squeezed atoms.

Throughout the three years of support provided by AFOSR, we obtained results in most of

the areas specified. As is the nature of basic research, however, we discovered a number

of unanticipated effects as important or more important than those mentioned in the

original statement of work. Some of the available effort was therefore diverted to their

study. As a result of AFOSR support, we produced 10 publications in refereed journals.

Four of these publications have appeared in Phys. Rev. Lett. and a fifth is currently under

consideration. Another three of the publications appeared in the Rapid Communications

section of Physical Review A. A brief description of results obtained is given below.

Environmental Effects on Driven-Atom Dynamics

Driven two-level atoms in free space eventually come to a steady-state with the laser

field that is driving them, and it is considered a fundamental result that the steady-state

achieved can never be one displaying positive inversion. In the asymptotic case of an

infinitely strong driving field, the atomic inversion approaches zero as an upper limit,

indicating that the two atomic states become equally populated. In our theoretical and

experimental studies, we have found that the situation can be dramatically different when
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the driven atoms are not in free space, but rather are contained inside some structure

reminiscent of an optical cavity.

In the traditional treatments of driven-atom dynamics, the steady-state condition of

driven atoms is determined by the atom-field detuning, the strength of the driving field

(conveniently expressed in terms of the driving-field Rabi frequency), and the density of

electromagnetic modes at the atomic transition frequency. The latter quantity, the

electromagnetic mode density, enters via the use of Fermi's Golden Rule in determining the

rate of spontaneous emission. We have pointed out that in cavity-like structures, the rapid

variation of electromagnetic mode density as a function of frequency leads to a failure of

Fermi's Golden Rule and thus opens up entirely new vistas of atomic behavior. Using a

particular type of optical cavity, a confocal one, we have experimentally demonstrated that

the steady-state condition of driven atoms within the cavity can be modified simply by tuning

the resonance frequency of the cavity in the vicinity of the atomic resonance frequency. In

these situations, the driving field propagates orthogonal to the cavity axis so that tuning the

cavity has no effect on the atom-laser field coupling. The cavity only affects the

spontaneous decay of the atoms.

We experimentally demonstrated (Phys. Rev. Lett. 61, 1946 (1988)) that the steady-

state atomic inversion is enhanced for some cavity tunings and suppressed for others.

Experimental limitations prevented us from demonstrating the creation of a positive steady-

state inversion, but our theoretical analysis indicates that in suitable cavities, nearly 100

percent inversions can be achieved.

Our work demonstrates that the behavior of driven atoms in optical cavities can be

qualitatively different from that of atoms in free space. In the world of optical devices,

atoms are often exposed to strong fields and confined within cavity-like structures. One can

not help but speculate that the new behavior we have predicted and demonstrated will lead

to the possibility of previously unexpected device properties. By controlling the physical

structure of small optical devices, the electromagnetic reservoir and hence atom response

can be controlled and even made to exhibit features heretofore considered impossible.
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These effects are intimately related to those discussed in relation to Photonic Bandgaps.

Unfortunately, there have been no experimental demonstrations of perturbed driven atom

dynamics in that area

Spectra of Driven Atoms in Cavities

In an area closely related to that described in the previous section, we have studied

cavity-induced perturbations of the strong-field atomic fluorescence spectra. In these

experiments the atoms were driven by a laser oriented orthogonal to an open-sided confocal

cavity, and fluorescence emitted out the sides of the cavity was detected. The confining

cavity affected the driven atoms only through its modification of the electromagnetic

vacuum.

Normally, the strong field spectrum consists of a symmetric triplet. We found that

by tuning the cavity into resonance with one of the sidebands of this spectrum a spectral

asymmetry was introduced. On analysis, one can show that the observed asymmetry

indicates that the cavity has created an imbalance in the populations of the atom-field

dressed states. These states are eigenstates of the combined atom-field system and in the

case of resonant excitation they are equally populated. An unbalancing of the dressed-state

levels modifies, for example, the gain exhibited by the system. In some regimes, this effect

leads to a squeezing of the atomic wavefunction. The results of our experimental

observations have been published in the Rapid Communications section of Physical

Review A.

One-Photon Lasing in an Ensemble of Driven Two-level Atoms

Again exploring the system comprised of driven two-level atoms confined within a

cavity, we have explored the effects of gain on the atomic emission spectrum. We have

studied the spectrum of atomic fluorescence emitted into the cavity modes as a function of
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the number of atoms confined within the cavity. In situations in which the driving field is

detuned from the atomic resonance by an amount comparable to the resonant Rabi

frequency, we find that two-level-atom gain distorts the emission spectrum by strongly

enhancing it at certain emission frequencies.

At higher atomic densities, the threshold for lasing is crossed and the ensemble of

driven two-level atoms lases into the cavity modes. It should be noted that this lasing occurs

in a two-level atomic system in which an inversion of the upper state relative to the lower

state is never achieved. In many respects, the gain observed in this system is similar to the

"inversionless" gain reported recently in other model systems. The lasing in the driven two-

level atom system is true lasing in the sense that phase matching and wave mixing play no

role.

The dynamics of lasing of this system can be best understood in the dressed-atom

picture. In the case of non-zero laser-atom detuning, an inversion between certain pairs of

dressed levels exists, and the lasing we observe occurs on such an inverted transition.

Dressed levels form ladder of doublets and the lasing process drives the system down this

ladder. On analysis it is found that cascading down this ladder of dressed doublets results

in an increase in population of the atomic excited state. In other words, lasing in the two-

level atom occurs from the ground to the excited state - increasing atomic energy. Of

course the energy necessary to increase the atomic energy while simultaneously undergoing

lasing is provided by the pump field. The dynamics of this laser are unique and rich in

novel features. The two-level laser action occurs in an experimental regime relatively

unexplored (strongly driven two-level atoms in cavities), and as this work and the work of

the two previous sections indicates a wealth of fundamental new phenomenology associated

with this regime is waiting to be discovered.
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Two-Photon Gain and Lasing in Systems of Driven Two-Level Atoms

In our work on one-photon lasing in an ensemble of two-level atoms, it became clear

to us that two-photon lasing could be produced in the same system. In fact, the driven atom

system is nearly an ideal two-photon amplifier. The eigenstates of the driven atom form a

ladder of equally spaced doublets. Two-photon transitions between these states are inverted,

and possess nearly resonant intermediate states. There are essentially no competing one-

photon processes to overwhelm the two-photon gain. It is to be noted that two-photon

lasers are expected to display characteristics very different than those of the well-known one-

photon laser. Regarding threshold conditions in particular, the two-photon laser is expected

to stay off until it is started by a trigger field, i. e. its off-state is stable even though the two-

photon inversion may be large enough to support lasing. The two-photon laser is bistable

in the sense that once triggered it will stay on. We have already made the first observation

of cw two-photon gain, and were on the verge of achieving two-photon oscillation at the end

of our three-year funding cycle. Unfortunately, AFOSR has decided not to renew our

support so that work along these lines and several others may have to come to a stop.

Coherent Stabilization of Quantum Fluctuations

We have studied the effect of a strong laser field on the coherence properties of V-

type three-level atoms. In the case when one of the atomic transitions is weak and one is

strong, we have shown that the application of a strong laser field to the weak transition acts

to stabilize the atom with respect to quantum fluctuations acting on the strong atomic

transition. This effect is observed by monitoring the natural linewidth of fluorescence

emitted on the strong atomic transition as a function of the strength of the laser field driving

the weak atomic transition. It is found that the natural linewidth of the strong transition

narrows and eventually becomes significantly narrower than its normal, free-space, undriven

value. These work demonstrates as do several of the sections above that many of the

parameters affecting atom-field interactions are not the fixed constants they were once
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invariably taken to be.

Summary

We have conducted a vigorous investigation into a number of fundamental aspects

of the interaction of light with atoms. Our work has revealed that many of the most

fundamental aspects of our understanding of the dynamics of even the simple driven two-

level atom are incomplete. It is unfortunate that continued funding for this work is not

available, because it would seem that entirely new regimes of atom-photon interactions

remain to be elucidated - regimes that may lead to optical devices and phenomena

previously unknown or thought to be impossible.
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Vacuum-Field Dressed-State Pumping

Yifu Zhu, A. Lezama, and T. W. Mossberg
Department of Physics. University of Oregon. Eugene. Oregon 97403

M. Lewenstein
Institute for Theoretical Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences. 02-668 Warsaw, Poland

(Received 27 July 1988)

The steady-state behavior of two-level atoms, driven by a strong field and relaxing into a frequency-
dependent vacuum reservoir, has been studied in an experiment involving Ba atoms in a confocal cavity.
Enhancement or suppression of the atomic excitation is observed when the cavity is tuned to either of the
strong-field fluorescence sidebands. These effects result from a redistribution of the population among
the dressed atom-field states induced by the cavity-modified vacuum field. The enhancement effect may
be useful in achieving significant steady-state inversion.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Hz, 32.80.-t, 42.80.Jr

The influence of environment on spontaneous radiative A simple theoretical description of the basic phenome-
decay properties has attracted considerable attention in na involved can be obtained by consideration of a two-
recent years. It has been predicted' that cavity-confined level atom having a transition frequency vo and a ground
atoms may experience an inhibition of spontaneous emis- (excited) state I g) (I e)) with population n. (n,) that is
sion because of a cavity-induced reduction in resonant driven by a strong optical field of frequency vl. Let
electromagnetic-mode density. The veracity of this pre- A - (vi - vo). The atom-field system is assumed to decay
diction has been demonstrated in a number of experi- via coupling to a frequency-dependent vacuum reservoir.
ments in the microwave, 2.3 infrared, 4 and optical 5- s re- We describe our system in terms of the atom-field
gimes. The opposite effect in which the spontaneous de- dressed states,19 2° which consist of a ladder of doublets
cay rate is enhanced over its free-space value because of separated in frequency by vi and split by the generalized
a cavity-induced increase in mode density has also been Rabi frequency (see Fig. 1). In the dressed-atom pic-
reported.68.9 These results have stimulated a number of ture, the spontaneous-emission process consists of transi-
theoretical works related to modified spontaneous emis- tions between levels of adjacent doublets and the
sion under various special circumstances. 1o-14 creation of reservoir photons. At steady state, we must

In all of the work above, with the exception of the re- have 19

cent radiative line-shift measurements, 6 the spectral I212n, -r 21n2'  (1)
structure of the cavity-modified electromagnetic-mode
density (i.e., of the vacuum reservoir) has not played a where i (" 2) represents the total population, summed
significant role. Entirely new phenomena including over the photon number, of the upper (lower) component
dynamical suppression of spontaneous emission,' 5' 6  of the dressed-state doublet and r12 and 121 are spon-
non-Lorentzian radiative line shapes, 7 dressed-state
pumping,16 and atomic squeezing' s have been predicted
to occur in cases where the vacuum reservoir is frequen- I e,n) Ig,n i>
cy dependent on a scale comparable to or finer than the n
atomic resonance width. These effects are especially in- 12,n)
teresting because they can be viewed as resulting from I g n+ "I)
the existence of a finite memory time in the cavity-
modified vacuum reservoir.

We report here the first experimental study of atomic 4
relaxation dynamics as perturbed by a frequency-depen- le, n-I) [g,n)
dent vacuum reservoir. Specifically, we have studied the >
modification of excited-state population in strongly
driven atoms induced by tuning a cavity resonance, Ign > 1 -e, n- )I>
which corresponds to a peak in the vacuum-mode densi-
ty, across the atomic fluorescence line shape. It is found At- AO A--0
that atomic excitation can be enhanced or suppressed de-
pending on the spectral location of the vacuum-mode- FIG. I. Schematic energy diagram of two atom-field
density peak relative to the center of the atomic fluores- dressed-state doublets. The product states at the right (left)
cence line. represent asymptotic forms at large positive (negative) A.

1946 0 1988 The American Physical Society
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taneous decay rates (see Fig. 1). We may write the de- geneity was minimized by our passing the beam throug.
cay rates in the form an aperture and then imaging the aperture into the

, ,d J1,2); (2) laser-atom interaction region. In the interaction region.
the laser beam had a 150 pm diameter and =0 mw

here dj is proportional to the square of the atomic dipole power. At any instant, approximately 50 atoms were
matrix element between the considered dressed states within the interaction volume. The magnetic field at the
and Pij is a factor proportional to the photon-mode den- interaction region was minimized with the help of exter-
sity at the corresponding transition frequency. After nal magnetic coils so that the residual Zeeman splitting
evaluation of the atomic dipole matrix elements, one can was smaller than * of the - 19-MHz natural linewidth.
immediately deduce the steady-state values of I, and The excitation laser was linearly polarized perpendicular
112, and, consequently, of n,: to the cavity axis.

P2 COS c 2 0sin 4 9+ P12 c0sin 2 0 Atomic fluorescence was simultaneously monitored
ne- (3) along the cavity axis and nearly perpendicular to it. In

P21sin 4 0+p12cos 4 0 the latter case, imaging optics and spatial filtering were

where tan(20) - fiR/A (0_5 0_< x12) and flR is the employed to collect only those photons that were emitted
on-resonance Rabi frequency. Equation (3) states that by atoms in a 130-pm-diam spot within the interactionwe can control the excited-state atomic population by region and which propagated along a direction 100 awaychanging the relative values of pl2 and P2. The imbal- from antiparallel with the laser beam and normal to the
ance between the mode densities at the fre isal- atomic beam. Light detected out the cavity's side wasresponding to the 12 and 21 transitions results in an opti- not frequency selected and thus provided a direct mea-cal pumping of the dressed state and consequently of the sure of the excited-state population of the atoms. ' 9 The

bare atomic states. This effect, which one might term total solid angle collected to theside was 2.5xe srt.
vacuum-field dressed-state pumping, was predicted by The two signal directions described above are referred to
Lewenstein and Mossberg. 16 Significantly, note that for as the axial and side fluorescence signals, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the variation in the side fluorescence
PI2/p2, <tan49 (A<0), signal, generated by weak resonant excitation, as the

spacing between the cavity mirrors (and hence the cavity
resonance frequency) is swept. The drop in side fluores-

PI2/P21 > tan4 9 (A>0), cence intensity results from a reduction in the steady-
state, excited-state, and atomic population, which in turn

a steady-state positive atomic inversion can be realized, results from a cavity-induced enhancement in the atomic
If pij/pji -10, a maximum steady-state inversion spontaneous decay rate. The change in the atomic decay
(ne - n.) of = 0. 15 is predicted. In our experiment, pj rate occurs because the intracavity mode density is fre-
and Pji differed by only 5% and no attempt was made to quency dependent (being maximum near the cavity reso-
ascertain whether or not the small positive inversion ex- nance frequency) and tunes with the cavity. Importantly
pected did in fact occur. for the analysis that follows, in the weak excitation limit,

In our experiment, a beam of atomic Ba was made to the side fluorescence intensity is proportional to the in-
pass through the center and normal to the axis of a 1-cm verse square of the mode density. 6

symmetric confocal optical cavity. The mode degeneracy Quantitative calculations concerning vacuum-field
of this type of cavity is known 5 to give rise to a dressed-state pumping in our cavity require complet
frequency-dependent photon-mode density. The atomic knowledge of the cavity's spatial and spectral mode dis-
beam was 200 pm in diameter and had a collimation of tribution. Rather than attempt to calculate this distribu-
1:280. The cavity mirrors were spherical with I-cm ra- tion, we directly deduce, using the inverse square depen-
dius of curvature and had a specified reflectivity of
99.3%. Cavity finesse measured with a collimated 1-
mm-diam laser beam was typically 180. The cavity mir-
rors were mounted in an Invar holder which was ____

equipped with a piezoelectric transducer for cavity tun- I.(3
ing and temperature stabilized to 10 inK. The reflecting
surface of one of the 5-mm-diam mirrors was limited by > 0.95-
an intracavity aperture of 2.2 mm in diameter. The 0.95
553.5-nm 6s 2 'So-6s6p 'P5 barium resonance line was
driven by the output of a cw ring dye laser propagating - 0.90 I .

normal to both the cavity axis and the barium beam. -2 0 2 4 6
With a saturation resonance in an auxiliary Ba vapor ATOM - CAVITY DETUNING (GHz)

cell, the laser frequency could be actively locked any- FIG. 2. Side fluorescence intensity vs atom-cavity detuning
where within ± 500 MHz of vo. Laser-field inhomo- in the case of weak resonant excitation.
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dence mentioned above, the spatially averaged spectral intensity indicate cavity-mediated increases in excited-
mode distribution from the cavity-modified fluorescence state atomic population as well as decreases. It is clear
data of Fig. 2. Interestingly, the 10% dip in side fluores- that the modifications of the excited-state atomic popula-
cence intensity indicates only a 5% variation in cavity- tion occur when the cavity is tuned to resonance with the
mode density as a function of frequency. The asym- sidebands of the Mollow triplet [and hence enhances the
metric structure of the cavity-mode distribution deduced mode density at the 12 or 21 dressed-state transition fre-
from Fig. 2 can be qualitatively understood in terms of quency (see Fig. 1)1. For A >0 (A <0), enhanced
the geometric properties of the spherical mirror resona- atomic excitation occurs when the cavity is tuned to in-
tor. 21 Note that in the case of a weak excitation field, crease the mode density at the higher-frequency (lower-
our vacuum reservoir is essentially constant over the frequency) sideband of the resonance fluorescence trip-
atomic resonance line. This is not true in the strong- let.
excitation-field regime reported below. Interestingly, our model predicts that dressed-state

In Figs. 3(a)-3(c) (heavy solid lines), we show the pumping occurs for all three detunings studied in Fig. 3.
measured side fluorescence intensity as a function of cav- Because of the detuning-dependent decomposition of the
ity tuning in the case of excitation by a strong laser field dressed states in terms of bare atomic states, however, at
(QaR:600 MHz) and with A -320, 0, and -320 MHz, A -0 the expected dressed-state pumping does not lead
respectively. Figure 3(d) shows the axial fluorescence to a change in atomic excited-state population. Note,
signal recorded simultaneously with the side fluorescence however, that in an entirely different regime, a two-level
signal of Fig. 3(a). The familiar Mollow resonance atom interacting with a single resonant cavity mode has
fluorescence triplet is observed. 19,20.22 The behavior of been predicted 23 to display a positive inversion provided
the side fluorescence in Fig. 3(b) is strikingly different that the mode is occupied by only a few photons.
from that observed in Fig. 2 in that the dip observed in To test the hypothesis that vacuum-field dressed-state
Fig. 2 is completely absent. Furthermore, in Figs. 3(a) pumping is responsible for the effects shown in Figs.
and 3(c), we see not only reductions in the side fluores- 3(a)-3(c), we have employed Eq. (3) together with the
cence intensity, but also enhancements. The presence of spatially averaged spectral mode density as deduced
both reductions and enhancements of side fluorescence from Fig. 2 to predict the magnitude and shape of the

pumping resonance. The results of the simulation are
shown as thin dash-dotted lines in Figs. 3(a)-3(c). The
fluctuations in the dash-dotted line result from the use of

z.5 0) the unsmoothed data from Fig. 2 to deduce the spectral(a) mode density. The simulation is in excellent agreement
U 0.0-
,Ws with the observed results both in terms of magnitude and
<-0.5- shape.

- In summary, we have provided the first experimental
.- W demonstration of vacuum-field, dressed-state pumping,
_ 0an effect whose existence depends on the modification of
Z free-space spontaneous decay by a frequency-dependent,

(c) finite-correlation-time vacuum reservoir. By substituting
highly corrected large-diameter optical components for

) .- the spherical mirrors employed in our cavity, one could

0-O _ reasonably expect to increase the cavit-induced change
- " in mode density by I to 2 orders of magnitude compared

to that observed here. 24 In this case, vacuum-field
, Idressed-state pumping may provide for the establishment

of a significant steady-state positive inversion in samplesX(d
< Iof two-level atoms.
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Cavity-perturbed strong-field resonance fluorescence

A. Lezama, Yifu Zhu, S. Morin, and T. W. Mossberg
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(Received 3 October 1988)

The spectrum of light emitted out the sides of a confocal mode-degenerate optical cavity by Ba
atoms driven by a strong, resonant, excitation field has been studied. The cavity is found to in-
duce asymmetries in the classic three-peaked Mollow spectrum. These asymmetries are explained
primarily in terms of a spectral structure introduced into the electromagnetic vacuum reservoir by
the cavity.

A two-level atom relaxing only via coupling to the elec- recent theoretical predictions. '7 It should be noted that
tromagnetic vacuum reservoir constitutes a fundamental an early measurement20 of the Mollow spectrum was ac-
system whose study provides important insight into the complished using the axial emission of atoms contained
light-matter interaction. 1-3 Of special interest over the within a confocal optical cavity. This experiment, which
last several years have been situations in which atoms are was analyzed in the context of a free-space experiment,
coupled to a vacuum reservoir that is different from the employed a substantially larger cavity. As a result, the
vacuum reservoir characteristic of free space. Such situa- cavity perturbed the vacuum reservoir to a significantly
tions generally arise when the free-space vacuum is per- smaller extent than the cavity employed in the present ex-
turbed by the imposition of various types of special bound- periment, 12 and no effects specifically related to the
ary conditions. 4 -16 Already, several radiative properties, cavity's presence were discerned.
e.g., spontaneous emission rates, 5 -9,11.12 natural radiative A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in
line shapes, 13 and radiative level shifts, 13 have been exper- Fig. 1. A cw single-mode ring dye laser (I ! MHz line-
imentally investigated in the presence of perturbed vacu- width) is actively locked to the 6s 2 'So-6s6p 'PI reso-
um reservoirs. A newer aspect of this problem involves nance of ' 38Ba and sent through a sharp-edged aperture
the properties of strongly driven two-level atoms in the which is imaged into the center of a confocal optical cavi-
presence of a perturbed vacuum. 1 7 A number of interest- ty. The laser enters the cavity from the side and passes
ing effects including vacuum-field dressed-state pumping through its center with a diameter of 300 pm. A collimat-
and modifications of the strong-field resonance spectrum
(Mollow spectrum 18-21) have been predicted. An experi-
mental observation of the former effect has just been re- 'OM CAvIT I PMT
ported.22  

AO - -[...
We report here on the first experimental study of C s

strong-field resonance fluorescence under conditions ROL CAfiTY I _ T_ \

designed to highlight the effect of a perturbed vacuum - -
reservoir on its spectrum. Atoms are observed as they P

pass through a mode-degenerate optical cavity which in- a ATOMIC SEW (2)
troduces relatively narrow, tunable, peaks in the spectral BEAM (P

density of electromagnetic modes. 12.13 The mode-density FIG. I. Experimental schematic. RDL, single-mode ring dye
peaks occur at frequencies corresponding to cavity reso- laser; AOM, acousto-optic modulator; SC, barium saturation
nances. Measuring the spectrum of atomic fluorescence resonance vapor cell (to lock RDL); D, photodetector; EOM,
emitted out the side of the cavity, we find that either of electro-optic phase modulator; S, shutter; RF, radio-frequency
the Mollow fluorescence sidebands can be reduced in am- signal used in the FM-spectroscopic locking of the cavity; PZT,
plitude by tuning the cavity into resonance with it. Simul- piezoelectric transducer used to tune the cavity; M. radio-
taneously, the sideband on the opposite side of the spec- frequency mixer used in FM detection of the cavity resonance;
trum, which is not resonant with the cavity, is enhanced. FP, 7.5-GHz free-spectral-range scanning confocal Fabry-Perot
The changes in sideband amplitude, while small, are interferometer; PMT, photomultiplier tube to detect fluores-
clearly observable and are in reasonable agreement with cence signal.

12 2754 © 1989 The American Physical Society
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ed barium beam of natural isotopic composition and 200- Considerable care was taken to ensure that the spectral
,um diam also enters the cavity from the side and inter- modification apparent in Fig. 2 resulted from the tuning of
sects the laser beam at the cavity center. The laser, atom- the vacuum mode-density peak to one sideband or to the
ic beam, and cavity axis are mutually orthogonal. The other and not from one of the many interesting but basi-
cavity, actively locked at controllable detunings relative to cally extraneous experimental factors that are known to
the laser frequency, is 1 cm in length and has spherical create asymmetries in the free-space Mollow spectrum. -3

mirrors of 5-mm diam. The cavity displays a finesse of In fact, spectra observed in our experiments frequently
200-300 when measured using restricted mirror aper- displayed small asymmetries apparently unrelated to the
tures. Experiments similar to those reported else- influence of the cavity. To isolate the cavity effect, the
where, 13.22 reveal that the cavity produces 600-MHz full spectra of Fig. 2 were obtained in the following manner.
width at half maximum (FWHM) mode-density peaks With the cavity tuned to one Mollow sideband, the
having a maximum mode density -4%-6% above the transmission frequency of the Fabry-Perot spectrum
free-space value. The mode-density peaks are asymmetric analyzer was repeatedly swept across the resonance, and
with a sharp rise (gentle falloff) on the low- (high-) fre- the Mollow spectrum obtained during each sweep record-
quency side. Fluorescence, originating from within a ed. After every five sweeps, the cavity was retuned, by
small spatial region - 150 pm across and emitted into a changing the voltage applied to the cavity piezoelectric
fractional solid angle of -3 x 10 - 5 in a direction normal transducer, into resonance with the opposite Mollow side-
to the atomic beam and nearly antiparallel to the laser band. This process continued until roughly 600 spectral
beam, was collected and passed through a I-cm, sweeps had been recorded. All spectra corresponding to a
temperature-stabilized, confocal, Fabry-Perot spectrum particular cavity tuning were translated along the fre-
analyzer. The excitation field was linearly polarized with quency axis until their peak values coincided (to compen-
the E vector normal to the cavity axis, and coils were em- sate for spectrum analyzer drift over the long data ac-
ployed to reduce the ambient magnetic field to the order quisition period) and then averaged. The data acquisition
of I G or less. At the highest atomic densities employed, scheme employed assures that the difference between the
the weak-signal, line-center, 138Ba beam absorption was spectra obtained is a good indication of the cavity effect
"- %. even though spurious asymmetries may mask the effect in

In Fig. 2, we show two Mollow spectra recorded in the the individual spectra.
case of resonant excitation of zero nuclear spin 138Ba While the difference between the spectra shown in Fig.
(72% natural isotopic abundance). The spectra, which 2 is among the largest of those observed, the same basic
are actually centered at the same frequency, were shifted effect appeared in numerous repetitions of the experiment.
along the frequency axis in order to make their differences On the other hand, when two spectra are obtained in the
more apparent. In the case of the solid (dashed) curve, same manner described above, but with the cavity reso-
the cavity, and hence the vacuum-mode-density peak, was nance frequency fixed no significant differences between
tuned to resonance with the lower- (higher-) frequency the spectra are observed. A number of factors including
Mollow sideband. Note that the adjacent cavity modes Fabry-Perot resolution (--70 MHz), residual Doppler
are separated by 7.5 GHz, the cavity-free spectral range, effect, and excitation field inhomogeneity prevent us from
and are thus well removed from the atomic resonance. resolving the intrinsic linewidths (- 20 MHz) of the Mol-

low components.
The difference between the two traces of Fig. 2 can be

attributed primarily to the vacuum-field dressed-state
pumping effect recently reported. 17.22 In the dressed-

U atom model, the three-peaked Mollow spectrum is seen toz 0.5 GHz -A05 z i - arise from transitions between equally split doublets of
0 catom-field eigenstates. On resonance, the sublevels of the

UIi
dressed-state doublets are equally populated and the

5's relevant transition strengths are equal so that a symmetric/ / triplet is expected whose spectrally integrated sidebands
", ," each have a height equal to half the height of the central,o /, /1 - peak. In the present case, the intracavity frequency-Z< j j dependent vacuum-reservoir creates an imbalance in the

cn populations of the dressed-state doublet sublevels by
I.JCr enhancing the decay of one sideband transition relative to

the other. In particular, when the cavity is resonant with
FABRY-PEROT a given Mollow sideband, the density of electromagnetic

TRANSMISSION FREQUENCY modes coupled to the corresponding dressed-state transi-

FIG. 2. Strong-field resonance fluorescence spectra observed tion is enhanced, and the population of the upper dressed-
out the side of a I-cm confocal mode-degenerate optical cavity, state doublet component is depressed.
The spectra actually coincide in frequency but were shifted rela- The cavity's effect on the electromagnetic mode density
tive to one another along the frequency axis for clarity. For the is anisotropic. In particular, the open-sided confocal cavi-
solid (dashed) trace, the cavity is tuned to the lower (higher) ty used in the present experiments is not expected to
frequency sideband. Frequency increases to the right, significantly modify the density of vacuum modes associ-
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ated with emission out the sides of the cavity; therefore,
the vacuum-mode density contributing to emission out the :,

cavity sides is the same at each of the Mollow sideband U
transition frequencies, and the area of the resonant-<Z 0.5 GHz
excitation Mollow sidebands should directly reflect the Z '
population imbalance between the dressed-state sublevels. U)

The spectral properties of light emitted out the side of a X jU
cavity such as the one employed in the present experiment 0 g
have been calculated17 and we have compared these pre- I Uj
dictions with our observed spectra. In doing so, we as- Z
sume that the cavity mode-density peaks are Lorentzian i
(600 MHz FWHM) and exceed the free-space mode den- j ( n ,
sity by 5%. The predicted spectra, convolved with a U "0
Lorentzian function simulating our instrumental width, --

are shown in Fig. 3. The qualitative similarity between (Z FREQUENCYthe predicted and observed spectra is apparent. Quantita-tively, however, the predicted difference in area between FIG. 3. Predicted strong-field resonance fluorescence spectracivelhorr e rg sd adied ideend isnl 4.4% astwn under conditions appropriate to the present experiment. For thece in ig 2.4% We b solid (dashed) trace, the cavity is tuned to the lower- (higher-)
compared to the 7.5% actually observed in Fig. 2. We be- freq
lieve that the difference between the magnitudes of the uency sideband. Frequency increases to the right.
predicted and the observed effects is reasonable in light of
the statistical reliability of the data and the difficulty in-
volved in accurately assessing the effective enhancement tral difference observed here at the level of at most
in vacuum-mode density seen by atoms contributing to the 10%-20%. Furthermore, owing to the largeness of the
spectra. Accurate assessment of the mode density is loss term, the net effect of atomic gain or loss is, in the
difficult because of the strong spatial dependence of the present instance, to reduce the difference in sideband area
vacuum-mode density existing within the cavity and the observed. We conclude that the observed spectral
likelihood that the experimental arrangements intended differences are for the most part generated by the
for mode-density and spectral measurements will sample vacuum-field dressed-state pumping effect. Signal size
atoms in slightly different spatial regions. The data of considerations prevented the repetition of the experiment
Fig. 2 indicates a peak mode density of -8% above the at lower Ba densities.
free-space value. In the weak-excitation-field experi- In summary, we have reported the first experimental
ments, 12.13 which were explicitly designed to measure the study of the strong-field resonance fluorescence spectrum
cavity mode density, peak mode densities of =-6% above characteristic of atoms coupled to a frequency-dependent
the free-space value were observed. vacuum reservoir. A distinctive modification of the free-

It is useful to consider the possible importance of atom- space Mollow spectrum is observed and explained in terms
ic gain and loss24 - 26 in the context of the present experi- of vacuum-field dressed-state pumping. Our results may
ment. Atomic gain on a particular Mollow sideband will be taken as indicative of the wealth of new spectral
enhance the cavity's effect on the corresponding dressed- features that may be revealed in studies of atoms relaxing
state transition by further increasing the transition rate into perturbed vacuum reservoirs.
and thereby further depleting the population of the upper
dressed-state doublet sublevel. Atomic absorption should We gratefully acknowledge stimulating interactions
do the reverse. Using the results of Ref. 26 and including with M. Lewenstein, and financial support from the Air
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Effect of optical gain on the fluorescence of two-level atoms into the modes
of an optical cavity

Yifu Zhu, A. Lezama, and T. W. Mossberg
Department of Physics, University of Oregon. Eugene, Oregon 97403

(Received 31 October 1988)

The emission of strongly driven two-level-like Ba atoms into the modes of an optical cavity has
been studied as a function of cavity tuning and Ba density. At low densities, the cavity-mode
emission viewed as a function of cavity tuning is identical in form to the three-peaked Mollow
emission spectrum. At high densities, however, the cavity-mode emission is strongly amplified (at-
tenuated) when the cavity is tuned to the frequency of one (the other) Mollow sideband. It is
predicted that modest increases in Ba density will cause lasing to occur in this system.

It has been predicted' and experimentally demonstrat- where lo is a proportionality constant. The coefficient /3,
ed 2"3 that strongly driven homogeneous assemblages of which is inversely proportional to N, is given by the
two-level atoms can exhibit optical amplification as well cavity-loss rate divided by the weak-signal A-0 atomic
as absorption. The existence of gain in such systems can absorption rate. In the very low atomic-density limit (03
be expected to lead to novel new effects, especially when large) If(VG) is simply proportional to A'(v,), which is
its influence is accentuated through the use of a high- identical to the standard free-space Mollow resonance
finesse optical cavity. It has been predicted, for example, fluorescence spectrum with v, interpreted as the fluores-
that the emission of strongly driven two-level atoms into cence emission frequency. 7 The term A' -B' in the
the modes of a confining optical cavity can be strongly denominator represents the atomic-gain coefficient; 7 - 9 it
enhanced for certain cavity tunings. In fact, in the case of can be positive indicating gain or negative indicating loss.
a suitable atomic density, gain is expected to exceed losses In simple two-level systems, the gain coefficient is sym-
and steady-state lasing with two-level atoms as the ampli- metric about v, when A -0, but becomes asymmetric for
fying medium is expected to occur. A and fl suitably large. As the atomic density increases,

In the present paper, we report on an experimental the role of the gain term in the denominator becomes
study of the effects of atomic gain and loss on atomic significant, distorting the cavity-mode emission spectrum
emission into the modes of a confining optical cavity as a relative to the usual Mollow triplet. Eventually, the gain
function of cavity resonance frequency and atomic densi- may exceed the losses and laser action may be expected.
ty. At low atomic densities, the intensity of cavity-mode If we define r(fl,A) as the maximum value of
emission versus cavity resonance frequency, hereafter A'(v,)-B'(v,) for fixed fI and A, we can then rewrite
loosely referred as the emission spectrum, is proportional Eq. (1) as
to the three-peaked Mollow fluorescence spectrum 4 - 6 and A'
is, therefore, symmetric around the driving-field frequen- If(V) -

cy. In contrast, at high atomic densities the cavity-mode r 3'-(A'- ')/r '(2)
emission is found to be amplified when the cavity is reso- with 0-IPT. The lasing threshold condition (PI
nant with one of the Mellow sidebands and attenuated will first be reached at the value of v for which
when the cavity is resonant with the other sideband. The Alvfi - B'(v) #-r.

resulting cavity-mode emission spectrum is asymmetric
about the driving-field frequency. In our experiments, a l-mm-diam beam of Ba atoms is

The problem that we have experimentally investigated passed through the center of a I-cm-long symmetric con-

has been explored theoretically by Holm, Sargent, and focal optical cavity. The cavity mirrors are spherical and

Stenholm. 7 Their system consists of an ensemble of iden- have a I-cm radius of curvature. They are 5-mm in diam-

tical two-level atoms confined within a single-mode optical eter, but one of them has been limited to a 2.2-mm clear

cavity. The atomic (cavity) resonance frequency is va aperture. The cavity finesse is measured to be approxi-

(v,). The atoms are driven by a strong laser field of fre- mately 200. The cavity mirror spacing and hence the cav-

quency v, that propagates normal to the cavity axis. The ity resonance frequency is tuned using a piezoelectric

observable of interest If(V) is the fluorescence intensity pusher attached to one of the mirrors. A single-mode cw-

transmitted out of either end of the optical cavity as a ring dye laser transversely illuminates the Ba beam from a

function of vc. If depends on the laser-atom detuning direction normal to the cavity axis. The laser is tuned on

ASvi - va, on the driving-field Rabi frequency fl, on the or near to resonance with the 553.5-nm 6s2 ('So)

atomic-number density N, and on the cavity quality fac- -6s6p( PI) ' 38 Ba transition, and is collimated with a di-

tor. Following Holm et al.,7 the fluorescence intensity can ameter of 2 mm as it traverses the interaction region. The

be written as light emitted out one side of the cavity was collected and

A'(v,) recorded to provide a relative measure N' of the number
If(v) o (i) of atoms present in the interaction region as the tempera-

6(N) -[A'(v,) -8'(c)} ture of the atomic-beam source was varied. The light em-

39 2268 © 1989 The American Physical Society
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itted out one end of the cavity If(v,) was spatially filtered the larger effect. A number of factors contribute to the
and detected. The weak signal absorption of the Ba beam observed spectral width of the peaks. These factors in-
at the center of the 138Ba resonance line was found to be clude the 35-40 MHz single-mode resonance width of the
approximately 12% at the highest attainable Ba densities cavity, the collection of Doppler-shifted light emitted into
(see Fig. I). The Ba employed in the beam was of natural slightly nondegenerate cavity modes, the 19-MHz natural
isotopic composition. The laser beam was linearly polar- width, and in the case of the sidebands the inhomogeneity
ized with its electric field vector perpendicular to the cavi- of the laser excitation field.
ty axis, and the ambient magnetic field in the interaction In Fig. 2(b), we present spectra calculated using Eq.
region was <1G. (2) under conditions appropriate to the experimental

Our experimental system deviates from the theoretical spectra of Fig. 2(a) and and convolved with a 45-MHz-
model 7 in two important ways. First, our optical cavity width (FWHM) Lorentzian curve to simulate the instru-
possesses strong mode degeneracy. As a result, light col- mental resolution. The calculated spectra include the con-
lected in our experiment is actually emitted into a number tributions from both elastic and inelastic processes. The
of nearly degenerate modes. Second, the Ba beam con- A' and 8' in Eq. (1) are calculated by summing over the
tained a number of isotopes having nondegenerate reso- contributions from six Ba-isotope transitions weighted ac-
nance frequencies. As will be apparent below, only the cording to their contribution to the weak-field absorption
second factor led to obvious deviations from predicted be- spectrum of Fig. 1. Complications associated with level
havior. degeneracy in the case of isotopes with nonzero nuclear

We note that an experimental system similar to ours spin were ignored. The asymmetry of the A -0 spectrum,
was employed some time ago in the measurement of what the imperfect reversal of the spectral asymmetry on
was assumed to be the free-space low-atomic-density Mol- changing the sign of A, and an excess height of the central
low spectrum. 1o The observed spectra displayed asym- peak as compared to the sidebands at low atomic density
metries, but no attempt was made to analyze these asym- are attributable to the presence of several Ba isotopes.
metries in terms of atomic-gain effects. The value of / used in calculating the top row of Fig. 2(b)

In Fig. 2(a), we show If(v) recorded for three different was chosen freely to optimize the agreement with the cor-
laser-' 3 Ba-atom detunings A at each of three Ba beam responding spectra of Fig. 2(a). To produce the second
densities. Throughout these measurements, a fixed Rabi and third rows in Fig. 2(b), the top-row / was scaled in-
frequency of "- 160 MHz was employed. From bottom to versely with the measured relative atomic density- no ad-
top, the atomic-beam density has the approximate relative ditional fitting was done. Figure 2(c) gives the calculated
values of 1, 30, and 90. At the lowest atomic densities, the atomic gain for the A and a1 values appropriate to Fig.
spectrum observed is symmetric for all detunings. At 2(b). Note that the dominant feature in these figures is
higher densities, however, the cavity-mode emission spec- absorption. It is apparent from Figs. 2(a)-2(c) that in-
trum becomes increasingly asymmetric. One sideband is creases (decreases) in the magnitude of the Mollow side-
suppressed while the other is enhanced. Changing the bands correlate with atomic gain (absorption).
sign of the detuning reverses the asymmetry, i.e., the Note that the value of /' required to simulate our high-
enhanced sideband becomes the suppressed one and vice atomic-density data for A - - 100 MHz is very close to
versa. Note that the reversal is not perfect, and that the the /'- I lasing threshold. No evidence of lasing was ob-
A -0 spectrum is not symmetric at high densities. Note served, and, unfortunately, it was not possible to achieve
also that the suppression effect, fractionally speaking, is higher Ba densities using the available apparatus. We

note that the fit-deduced value of /3' is reasonably con-
sistent with measured atomic absorption, measured cavity

100, properties, and the calculated value Of/3T(fl,A).
In Fig. 3, we show measurements of If(v) as a function

o of N' for values of vc that correspond to the three peaks of
C the Mollow spectrum. For these measurements, A- -50
2 MHz and fa -230 MHz. Each experimental curve was fit
z 95- to a function of the form
4a: I

I (N') - (i -e,c,a) , (3)a: rli,/N °± -I
wcn where the minus sign was used for enhanced sideband (e),

S90which experienced gain, and the plus sign for the at-.a 90-
otenuated sideband (a) and the central peak (c), both of
w which experienced absorption. The quantities i and r/i
u- Twere determined for each peak by a least-squares-fitting
4 -200 200 400 660 procedure. With the relative atomic density N' specified
W as on the horizontal axis of Fig. 3 (N'- I at the lowest

LASER - '3 Bo DETUNING (MHz) density employed); best-fit values of rj are 307, 38, and

FIG. I. Single-pass transmission of a weak laser beam 622 for i -e, a, and c, respectively. The %7, value deter-
through the atomic beam at the maximum attainable density. mined for the enhanced sideband corresponds to the atom-
The deepest absorption corresponds to 1381Ba. Absorption corre- ic density, in the same relative units as employed in Fig. 3,
iponding to other Ba isotopes is seen at positive detunings. needed to achieve the lasing threshold. The best-fit value
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FIG. 2. (a) Measured cavity-mode fluorescence intensity vs cavity resonance frequency v, for different values of the laser- '3 Ba de-
tuning A and for different values of the atomic density. The vertical scale is arbitrary and varies in proportion to the density. The hor-
izontal scale of each spectrum is centered at vi and has a full range of I GHz. Within each row the atomic density is approximately
constant. Moving from the bottom up, the relative atomic densities are 1:30:90. The top-row density corresponds to that of Fig. 1.
(b) Same as (a) except that the spectra are calculated as described in the text using n) -160 MHz. The atomic density is constant
within a row, however, due to the variation of PT with A, the value of ' varies. The values of P' corresponding to the second and third
columns are 2.60 and 1.33 times larger, respectively, than those of the first column. (c) Calculated atomic gain (A'-B') vs v, for
O - 160 MHz and different values of A. In the units used here, the weak-field absorption of 13tBa corresponds to -0.788. The hor-
izontal scale is the same as in (a).

of q indicates that the lasing threshold was at an atomic
/ density only 50% higher than we were able to produce.

" 150- The existence of absorption at the frequency of the cen-
/ tral peak is interesting. Calculations indicate that it arises

only in the limit of a relatively weak driving field. In our
- " / experiment, the absorption apparently arises because of

Z 0 Cexcitation field inhomogeneity and the concommitant ex-
istence of regions in which the driving field is weak. It

Z C should be noted that the presence of weak-field regions
0 50 will tend, at high atomic densities, to reduce the magni-
Zw e tude of the central peak relative to the enhanced sideband.
V
o This, in turn, will tend to reduce the value of /' that in
Wtza a Fig. 2(b) gives the best fit to the measured spectrum. This
- 0conclusion is consistent with the fact that the analysis of

U 0 Fig. 3 results in a somewhat larger difference between the
ATOMIC BEAM DENSITY (orb. units) achieved atomic density and the density needed for lasing.

In summary, we find that atomic gain plays a major
FIG. 3. Measured intensity of cavity-mode emission vs rela- role in determining the rate of atomic emission into the

tive atomic density for A- -50 MHz and n==230 MHz with modes of an optical cavity. Experimental results in our
the cavity tuned to the three peaks of the fluorescence spectrum. mode-degenerate optical cavity are in excellent agreement7
e, enhanced sideband; c, central peak; a, attenuated sideband, with the single-mode calculations of Holm et al., and it
The dashed lines represent fits of the data to Eq. (3) (see text), appears that a very modest increase in atomic-beam densi-
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Radiative emission of driven two-level atoms into the modes
of an enclosing optical cavity: The transition from fluorescence to lasing
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The radiative emission of strongly driven, two-level-like barium atoms into the modes of a confo-
cal optical cavity is studied as a function of barium density. As the barium density is increased, the
spatial profile, intensity, and spectrum of light emitted out the ends of the confocal cavity display
dramatic changes indicative of a transition from fluorescence to lasing. In this novel two-level sys-
tem, laser action can be explained in terms of an inversion between the dressed atom-field states or
in terms of a type of stimulated hyper-Raman scattering in which atoms lase from the ground to the
excited atomic state. A simple dressed-atom rate-equation analysis of this two-level-atom laser is
presented. It is pointed out that this same system may provide a means of realizing two-photon-like
laser action.

INTRODUCTION observed in an ensemble of strongly driven two-level
atoms can be explained from two very different perspec-

Some time ago, 1- 3 it was pointed out that population tives. In one perspective, the presence of gain in this sys-
inversion (at least in the traditional sense) is not a prere- tem can be portrayed as a result of the positive inversion
quisite for optical gain in media consisting of strongly that exists between certain pairs of dressed atom-field
driven two-level atoms. Numerous theoretical works states when the driving-field frequency is detuned fror-
have subsequently elaborated on various aspects of this the atomic transition frequency 4"24 (see Fig. 1). From
interesting result, 4 - 8 and experimental studies of the ab- another perspective, the gain arises from a two-photon
sorption spectrum of a weak probe beam interacting with Raman process (see Fig. 2), and the laser action can be
an ensemble of strongly driven two-level atoms have viewed as a form of stimulated hyper-Raman scattering
indeed revealed regions of negative absorption or gain.9.10 in which two pump photons are absorbed and the emis-
Just recently, Khitrova, Valley, and Gibbs, 1 working in a sion of one sideband photon is stimulated.2 We will pri-
Doppler broadened sodium vapor, have demonstrated marly adopt the former perspective, returning to the
laser action based on this gain, and they point out that latter briefly when we discuss higher-order gain process-
this gain relates to certain instabilities observed in driven es.
systems. We note that a number of closely related effects
involving amplification and gain via parametric interac- THEORY
tions12 - 16 and collisional effects 7' 18 have also been found
to occur in systems of driven two-level atoms, providing We consider an ensemble of N two-level atoms of
some additional measure of the richness of this funda- transition frequency v0 located at the center of an open
mental system. confocal optical cavity. The free-spectral range of the

We present here the results of a study of driven two- cavity is considered to be so large that only one cavity
level-atom gain performed in a simple Doppler-free sys- resonance interacts with the atoms. The atoms have a
tem using nearly ideal two-level atoms. Specifically, we ground (excited) state 1g) (le )) [see Fig. 1(a)]. The
have studied the effect of gain on the radiative emission atoms are driven by a strong, coherent-state, pump field
of driven two-level-like barium atoms into the degenerate of frequency v1, detuning A -v, and resonance Rabi
modes of an enclosing confocal optical cavity. 8"19 In con- frequency fl o. The pump propagates transverse to the
trast to the case of Khitrova, Valley, and Gibbs, " our re- cavity axis. The pump-field energy spectrum consists of a
suits are largely free of the complications associated with ladder of number states In ), as shown in Fig. 1(b). On
Doppler broadening, and they span regimes wherein the coupling the atoms and the pump field, we obtain the
atomic emission is dominated by spontaneous as well as well-known dressed states I i, n ) (i = 1,2) of the pump
stimulated processes. In the former case, the cavity emis- plus atom system.4' 25 The dressed energy spectrum con-
sion has the properties of strong-field resonance fluores- sists of a ladder of doublets separated by v1 and split by
cence, 2° 23 while in the latter case, the atoms lase into v0 (A 2 +f)" 2 [see Fig. l(c)]. The asymptotic decom-
the cavity modes. We attempt to characterize the transi- position of the dressed states in terms of atom-pump
tion from fluorescence to lasing in this elemental system product states for large positive and negative A is also
by studying the spatial properties, spectral structure, and shown. Let lI be the population of the dressed-state
intensity of the cavity emission as a function of barium component i (i = 1,2) summed over n. We assume that
density. A, is the total spontaneous-emission rate from the ith to

It is interesting to note that the Mollow sideband gain the jth dressed-state components in adjacent doublets,

41 1576 @ 1990 The American Physical Society
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(b) one we consider, the situation is more complex, and we
(a) retain these two quantities distinct throughout our calcu-

hva le) (n+l)hv1  In+1) lation.
Considering, for example, the case of A < 0, the 2, it

dressed-state components take on more of the character
nhv1  Iof the atomic ground state, and can thus be expected to

0 Ig) be more heavily populated under steady-state conditions
(n-1)hv In-i) than the 11,n ) dressed-state components. Consequently,

an inversion on dressed-state transitions of the form
12,n )-II,n -1) will exist and provide for gain at the
corresponding transition frequency. By similar argu-

(C) ments, one can predict the existence of absorption at the
le) In) I1, g)in+1) frequency of the 12,n - I ) - 11,n ) transitions.

11,n One can immediately write down rate equations
hvS  governing the populations of the dressed states, the mean

g)n+) A 2n)*.e j)number of photons in the cavity, and therefore of the in-
Ig1)n+l A 12 tensity of light emitted out the ends of the cavity. ForAA <0 and with the cavity resonant with the inverted tran-A11  hv t

A21  sition, we have
"" 1,n- Ig)In) ft'=, = ( A j. +  B.tnc )- 11 A 21+  B_,,n,) , (la)

Ig )In)1-1)) fn1 i,= -kn, +B,, n,(nI12-I) +a,21 , , (lb)
S1-and

A---o A-(Vj-Va)--0 A-,,
HI+H2Na ,lc)

FIG. 1. Schematic energy diagram of (a) the two-level atom,
(b) the quantized pump field, and (c) the dressed atom, i.e., the where a li- .. vity loss rate. Setting the derivatives to
coupled atom-field system. In (c), the atom-field product states zer • and solving for n,, one obtains
at the right (left) represent the asymptotic dressed-state compo- q +(q2+8kB21al A 12No )2
sition for large positive (negative) detuning A. The thickness of nc q±--a- A (2a)
the lines representing the energy levels in (c) provides a qualita- -4kB, 1
tive indication of the relative population of the corresponding
level. %here

q=k(A21 + A 2 )-B 21N 0 [A 12 -(A, 1-aQ.)] . (2b)

and that a, is the corresponding spontaneous-emission In the limits of small and large N, n has a simple linear
rat ino th avity mo the manoube iof dependence on the number of atoms present, i.e., for N,rate into the cavity modes. Let n,. be the mean number of small•

photons in the cavity having the cavity resonance fre-
quency, and let Bo1 nc be the rate of stimulated transitions A 2,a 3Na
from the ith to the jth dressed-state component of adja- k( A,, + A 1 2 )

cent doublets induced by the cavity-mode field. In the
case of a simple single-mode cavity, a,, and Bij have the and for Na large
same magnitude. In a highly degenerate cavity, like the [ A 12-( A21 -a 2 1 IN)]

nC = 2k (3b

For small N0 , the growth in n, is determined by spon-
hVa le) taneous emission into the cavity mode. For higher N0 ,

stimulated processes dominate and n, becomes limited by
the pumping rate. In the present system, pumping can be

V 2Vviewed as spontaneous emission on transitions of the
V1 -V V Iform I1,n )--12,n - I), and it proceeds at the rate A 12

The laser threshold corresponds to the slope change ob-
served on passing from Eq. (3a) to Eq. (3b).

In distinction to more standard laser systems in which
0 -g) the spontaneous-emission rates are constants, in the two-

level-atom laser A 21 and A i2 are functions of A and the

FIG. 2. Stimulated Raman process to which the driven two- sonant pump-field Rabi frequency flo. We have
level-atom gain of interest here can be attributed (Ref. 2). Note A 12 =a&2pi 2cos4( ) (4a)
that this process transfers population from the ground to the ex-
cited state. and
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.4,1 =act 1p2sin4(0), (4b) nance fluorescence work. '  At higher densities, the
spectrum was found to become asymmetric, one sideband

where a,,,=(- v,, /3Eh) p 2, v., is the relevant dressed- was strongly enhanced while the other was suppressed.
state transition frequency, p is the appropriate transi- The enhanced sideband corresponds to the inerted
tion matrix element connecting the atomic ground and dressed-state transition. In the present experiment.
excited states, and p,j is the density of electromagnetic modifications to the atomic beam source have enabled us
modes per unit volume and frequency at the frequency of to reach Ba densities high enough to support lasing. At
the corresponding dressed-state transition. Also the maximum Ba beam density employed, the weak signal

20=tan t! -- f/A) . (4c) absorption at the center of the l"Ba resonance line was
measured to be approximately 30%. We used an on-

In the high-N, limit, Eqs. (I) can be analyzed to show resonance pump Rabi frequency of LI) 230 MHz. and
that the populations of the dressed-state components be- fixed the laser-atom detuning at .= - 100 MHz. Here
come equalized (i.e., 11, = II,), implying the same for the A < 0 was chosen to minimize the influence of the other
bare-state ( g ), e) populations. In the limit of small Ba isotopes, all of which have transition frequencies

on the other hand, the dressed-state component with above that of 1'"Ba.
the largest admixture of the atomic ground state is pref-
erentially populated. This result indicates that the onset EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
of lasing results in a net transfer of population from the
ground to the excited atomic state. In other words, the In Fig. 3, we present measurements of the axial emis-

atoms lase upwards in energy. This rather novel result is sion intensity as a function of barium beam density with

consistent with the perspective that the lasing observed in the cavity tuned to t' frequency of the degenerate I --

the driven two-level-atom system can be viewed as a form and 2-2 dressed-state transitions (trace a) and to the

of stimulated hyper-Raman scattering.) Note, however, frequency of the inverted 2- 1 dressed-state transition
that in the present case, the population transfer does not (race b). The variation in emitted intensity versus densi-

involve a virtual transition through a third level. ty observed in the two cases is strikingly different. With
the cavity tuned to the central Mollow peak I I -- I and
2-2 transitions), the output intensity exhibits a slightlv

APPARATUS sublinear variation with Ba densit, which, as discussed
In our experiments, a thermal, l-mm-diam atomic in Ref. 19, is attributable to absorption arising from

beam of natural Ba was made to pass through the center weakly driven atoms located near the edges of the pump
beaof natura Baasy m e to aty.ough ty center laser beam. The steplike structure seen in trace b of Fig.of a I-cm-long symmetric confocal cavity. Cavity mir- 3, corresponds tothsopcanexetdtoour[e

3, orrspndstothe slope change expected to occur [see
rors were 5 mm in diameter, but one of them was limited Eq. (3)] with the onset of lasing on the inverted 2-1
to a 300-pm clear aperture. Measured cavity finesse was dressed-state transition.

about 200. The cavity spacing and hence its resonance In Fig. 4, the axial output intensity as a function of
frequency was tuned by using a piezoelectric transducer
attached to one of the mirrors. A collimated, 2-mm-diambeam densi-
beam from a single-mode cw ring laser intercepted the ties. In each part of the figure, the relative atomic densi-

atomic beam at the geometrical center of the cavity. The ty is given in the same units as employed in Fig. 3. Fig-
atomic beam, pump beam, and cavity axis were made
mutually orthogonal to provide for nearly Doppler-free _-_10

'
_

obscr'ations and to suppress nonlinear effects dependent 1E
on phase matching. The laser was linearly polarized with b

its electric field vector perpendicular to the cavity axis,
and was tuned near to resonance with the 553.5-nm <. 103
6s' IS,, -6s~p 'Pt 1

3
1Ba transition. The compensated

ambient magnetic field in the interaction region was < I
Z1 02-G. The laser frequency was actively locked to a magneti- wU

callv tunable saturation resonance in an auxiliary Ba va-
por cell. The fluorescent light emitted out one side of the c"
cavity was recorded to provide a relative measure N of 10-

the total number of atoms present in the interaction re-
gion as the temperature of the atomic source was varied,
The light emitted out one end of the cavity (axial emis- . 1 - I

sion) was spatially filtered and detected. We refer to mea- 1 2 4 6 810
surements of the axial emission as a function of cavity < ATOMIC DENSITY (Arb. Units)
resonance frequency as the axial emission spectrum.

In a previous publication, 19 we reported measurements FIG. 3. Measured intensity of axial emission vs relative
of the axial emission spectrum for Ba beam densities atomic density for A= - 100 MHz and fl0)=230 MHz with the
below those required for lasing. At very low Ba densities, cavity tuned to (a) the central Mollow peak and (b) the sideband
the axial emission spectrum duplicates the well-known exhibiting gain. The solid line is a fit of the data to Eq. (2a) (see
symmetric Mollow triplet familar from strong-field reso- text).
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ure 4(a) was recorded below the laser threshold, but the
spectrum is significantly altered from the classic Mollow

DN 1.2 form,20 which consists of a central peak at frequency v1

and two sidebands at the frequencies vl_v ,. In the
0() present case, the peak (i), corresponding to the inverted

2- 1 dressed-state transition at frequency v-v,, is
.amplified while the opposite sideband, corresponding to

LU the uninverted and hence absorptive I -2 dressed-state
z 0)transition at frequency v.+v, is so highly attenuated

Nthat it cannot be seen. Peak (ii) at frequency %1 corre-
(sponds to the central component of the Mollow triplet.

0 20 IA~Figure 4(b) was recorded at a barium density above the
O laser threshold. Notice that the amplified sideband now
< bdwarfs the central peak.
5Z Finally, with the cavity tuning fixed, we have measured
< the spectrum (Fig. 5) and the spatial profile (Fig. 6) of the

CAVITY RESONANCE light emitted axially out of the cavity for various cavity
FREQUENCY resonance frequencies v,. and a constant large barium

density. Output spectra were measured using an external

FIG. 4. Measured axial emission intensity vs cavity reso- 50-cm, 5-MHz resolution, 150-MHz free-spectral range.

nance frequency (horizontal) for two different relative Ba densi- confocal Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer. In recording

ties. (i) corresponds to the inverted 12,n )-i l,n - I ) type transi-
tions, while peak (ii) corresponds to the central Mollow peak.
The high-frequency sideband is totally suppressed due to ab-
sorption. The relative atomic density in the units of Fig. 3 is in-
dicated for each case. The horizontal scale has a full range of
0.8 GHz.

>1 Ca C

"z- - ccc

A y -cI,

F . 5. (b)

LL Z

Analyzer FrequencyY

FIG. 5. Frequency spectrum of the axial light output for
different cavity tunings. (a) Cavity tuned to the central Mollow
peak, (b) cavity slightly detuned from the inverted dressed-state
transition frequency (vl - v, ) (see Fig. I), (c) cavity tuned to the FIG. 6. Spatial light intensity profile at the optical image of
maximum of the gain profile for the enhanced sideband. In ob- the center of the cavity. The vertical axis is proportional to the
taining the spectra shown here, the Fabry-Perot analyzer was intensity of the light and the transverse axes to spatial position.
scanned over slightly more than two 150-MHz free-spectral Each part of this figure was recorded under the same conditions
ranges. as the corresponding part of Fig. 5.
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the spectra of Fig. 5, the 50-cm Fabry-Perot analyzer was dressed-state transition (corresponding to reduced gain),
scanned through approximately two free-spectral ranges very sharp structures appear both in the spectral (Fig.
producing two recordings of each spectrum separated 5(b)] and in the spatial [Fig. 6(b)] profile of the cavity
horizontally by the 150-MHz free-spectral range of the field. The individual peaks in the output spectrum have
Fabry-Perot analyzer. For these measurements, the Ba widths determined by the resolution of the Fabry-Perot
beam density was -9 in the relative density units of Fig. analyzer (5 MHz). These peaks are substantially nar-
3. In Fig. 5(a), the cavity is tuned to the central peak of rower than the free-space natural atomic linewidth (19
the resonance fluorescence spectrum at frequency v1. In MHz). At the same time the spatial profile of the field be-
Fig. 5(b), the cavity is tuned near the 2 1 transition fre- comes nonuniform. Both results can be understood by
quency (v - v, ) slightly off from the maximum gain posi- assuming that the gain in the medium is just enough to
tion. In Fig. 5(c), the cavity is tuned near the 2-.1 bring a few of the cavity modes above the lasing thresh-
dressed-state transition frequency so as to optimize the old. These modes would be the ones most efficiently cou-
cavity output intensity. The spatial axial-output-intensity pled to the atomic medium. The peaks observed in the
distributions shown in Fig. 6 were recorded by imaging spectrum correspond to the small number of modes
the center of the cavity onto a CCD array detector. The above threshold. The spectral narrowness of the peaks
corresponding parts of Figs. 5 and 6 were recorded simul- [Fig. 5(b)] results from an increase in the field correlation
taneously. time associated with the laser oscillation. The spatial in-

tensity pattern observed corresponds to the field distribu-
ANALYSIS tion of the lasing modes. It is important to point out that

the results shown in Figs. 5(b) and 6(b) correspond to a
The results presented above characterize and are con- particular observation. Minor changes in the experimen-

sistent with a transition from spontaneous to stimulated tal parameters resu!; in a large variety of spectral and
atomic emission into the cavity modes. The magnitude of spatial patterns with .imilar qualitative characteristics.
the step shown in Fig. 3 is determined [see Eq. (3)] by the As the cavity is tuned to the maximum gain frequency
ratio of A 21 la,1 . In the present case, the observed step [Figs. 5(c) and 6(c)], the number of lasing modes is in-
size is small, but this is entirely consistent with the small creased. It is no longer possible to resolve the frequencies
value of the ratio A21 la 21 characteristic of our small of the individual modes and the spatial pattern becomes
mode-degenerate optical cavity. Using the measured increasingly complicated.
values of fl,, A (to determine A21 and A 12 ), and k, we
have adjusted the value of the ratio a 2 1 /A 21 in Eq. (2) to TWO-PHOTON TWO-LEVEL-ATOM LASER
fit the step size (slope change) experimentally observed As mentioned earlier, the gain discussed in this paper
(Fig. 3, trace b). The best fit is obtained for
a,1 /A ,I :2X 10-2. The corresponding calculated varia- can be attributed to the Raman-type process shown in

tion of n, with N, is shown in Fig. 3 as the solid line. Fig. 2. In Fig. 7, we show a higher-order Raman process
The value obtained for a,,1/A,1 is in good agreement in which three pump photons are absorbed, two photons

godare emitted, and the atoms are promoted to the excitedwith the experimentally measured value of 0.05 obtained state. In a cavity, the frequencies of the emitted photons
under similar experimental conditions in the same cavi- can be constrained to be equal, and we have what
ty.) We note that the ratio B 'J/a determines the hor- amounts to a two-photon gain process. Since the process
izontal location of the step (laser transition) in Fig. 3, but is nearly resonant at every step, the associated two-
does not affect the step size. This ratio was adjusted to photon gain, which in the weak-field limit arises at the
achieve horizontal overlap of the experimental and frequency v1 +(v 1 -v )/2, should be relatively strong
theoretical curves.

The results shown in Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate the and provide a means of realizing an ontical two-photon

dramatic changes in the spectral and spatial structure of laser. A dressed-state analysis of this possibility will be

the axial cavity emission that coincides with the onset of published elsewhere.

lasing. In Fig. 5(a), which shows the spectrum of the cav-
ity output when the cavity is tuned to the central peak of
the Mollow triplet, the observed linewidth (60 MHz) is hV
due to the natural linewidth of the transition and to resid- a le)
ual Doppler width. No structure is observed-in the line.
Similar results were obtained with the cavity tuned to ei-
ther of the Mollow sidebands at very low atomic density,
where the atomic radiation is due to spontaneous emis- V
sion. The spatial profile of the cavity output obtained un-
der the conditions just discussed [Fig. 6(a)] is smooth and
featureless. This observation is entirely in agreement
with the spatial profile expected in the case of fluores- - _ _ _

cence from an extended atomic sample. Under lasing 0 g
conditions (large N and the cavity tuned to the enhanced
Mollow sideband) a very different behavior is observed. FIG. 7. Possible mechanism for two-photon gain in systems
With the cavity slightly detuned from the inverted of driven two-level atoms.
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CONCLUSIONS detailed theoretical analysis of this new dynamical regime
is necessary. Finally, we point out that the driven two-We have experimentally demonstrated that laser action level-atom system may provide a means of achevng

can take place in very simple system, i.e., a nearly homo- steady-state optical two-photon gain.
geneous ensemble of strongly driven two-level atoms.
The dynamics of this novel laser is entirely determined by
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Driven two-level atoms are shown to exhibit strong, resonantly enhanced, two-photon gain. This gain,
unlike that observed in nonlinear mixing processes, is not constrained by a phase-matching condition in-
volving the pump beam. Physically, the gain can be associated with inverted two-photon transitions be-
tween dressed states or multiphoton stimulated Raman scattering, and it may be useful in the realization
of a two-photon laser. Comparison with the well-known single-photon gain found in the same system is
made.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Hz, 42.55.Bi

Two-photon gain, which is based on the stimulated display a positive inversion [see Fig. I (b)]. The resulting
emission of photon pairs, was discussed early on in the single-photon gain has been thoroughly investigated both
laser era.1"2 Lasers based on two-photon gain have been theoretically 15-17 and experimentally. 15.9 In fact, sin-
analyzed in numerous theoretical works 3- ' and predic- gle-photon laser action has very recently been reported
tions of intriguing characteristics have been made. in cell 20 and atomic-beam-type 2' samples of two-level
Two-photon lasers have been predicted to have special atoms. Of interest in the present context, one notes in
noise properties, 3' 6"1 to display bistable behavior, 7 and Fig. 1(b) that the dressed-level spectrum also contains
to turn on only with the help of an injected signal. 2 The inverted two-photon transitions, and, owing to the
novel properties expected of two-photon-gain-based periodic spacing of the dressed levels, near-resonant in-
lasers make the construction and study of such lasers an termediate states. One is led to expect that a sample of
interesting scientific objective. As it turns out, this ob- driven two-level atoms will display two-photon gain and,
jective is made challenging by a general dearth of suit-
able two-photon-gain media. In fact, in the optical and
infrared regimes, where effects involving photon statistics " _CAVITY
can be studied most easily, transient two-photon gain has (C) OD
been reported,""1 but steady-state two-photon gain has h A-
not yet been demonstrated. In the microwave regime, on , a
the other hand, a Rydberg-atom gain medium has re- (a
cently been shown capable of supporting steady-state (a)
two-photon maser action.' 3  OUTPU PUMP

In this paper, we examine the behavior of strongly 0 ATOMS LASER
driven two-level atoms and show that they can exhibit
two-photon gain and support two-photon lasing. The
gain observed in this system contrasts with the gain ob- -_,____ In+1, +)
served in wave-mixing processes in that it is not subject LInl,)
to a momentum-conservation (phase-matching) condi-
tion involving the pump field. It can be seen to arise as a In,+)
result of population inversion on two-photon transitions _LL.,_n
between dressed atom-field states 14 or as a form of (b)
multiphoton-stimulated Raman scattering. In either pic- A.

ture, the internal state of the atom or atom and field sys- In-l .+)
tern changes in the course of the two-photon stimulated tIn ,
emission process. The change in the internal state is as- FIG. I. (a) Two-level atom driven at frequency *L,. (b)sociated with normal laser-type gain rather than a wave-soiaeithnormlg-type gain.Inthefollowin atheryn a wa- iStandard dressed states (Ref. 14) describing the driven atom
mixing-type gain. In the following analysis, we work in of (a). The lines representing the dressed levels have thick-
the dressed-state picture. nesses indicating their relative populations. Transition i (H) is

In Fig. I (a) [I (b)], we show the bare states [standard an inverted one- (two-) photon transition. (c) Two-photon-
dressed states 141 of a driven two-level atom. For non- laser system consisting of N two-level atoms coupled to a uni-
vanishing atom-pump detuning, it is well known that cer- directional ring cavity and transversely driven by a pump laser
tain single-photon transitions between the dressed levels of frequency wL . OD denotes an optical diode.
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in particular, that it will display degenerate two-photon which we can let I g, -g, where g is a constant. We
gain useful in a two-photon laser. This expectation will choose the phases of the individual atomic dipoles to be
be confirmed below and is also borne out in calculations fixed relative to the pump field, and thereby introduce, in
of susceptibilities describing 22 the response of two-level the absence of correlated pump and cavity fields, a spa-
atoms to two strong fields. tially varying phase into the g,'s. The last two terms in

The dressed-state energy diagram in Fig. I(b) pro- Eq. (1) describe cavity and spontaneous emission damp-
vides a strong motivation to think that useful two-photon ing, i.e.,
gain will exist in the driven two-level-atom system. We Lp2Fapat - a tap - pa ta) (3)
quantitatively analyze this gain through investigating the

and
possibility of using it to realize two-photon-laser action.
Consider a system of N two-level atoms located in a uni- LAP -2 y (cr po + - ' a+,,p' +pa,,.) (4)
directional, ring-type cavity and pumped by a field
flexp( -i(L) [see Fig. 1 (c). The traveling-wave char- where r is the cavity half width at half maximum and 2y
acter and orthogonal orientation of the pump and cavity denotes a spontaneous emission rate.
fields serve to discriminate against nonlinear gain pro- The system described by Eq. (1) is quite similar to the
cesses requiring phase matching. In the rotating frame, one describing optical bistability.23 The only difference
the density matrix of the system obeys the following is that in Eq. (1), the pump field does not occupy a cavi-
equation: ty mode. Quite recently, de Oliveira and Knight 24 ob-

i-i[lyp] +LAP+LFp, (i) served a unitary equivalence between transverse and
cavity-mode pumping provided that one assumes a corre-

where the Hamiltonian is lation between the phases of the pump and cavity fields.
N Such a correlation does not exist in our model system

¢ .f7, [Al.30- . (o-0' + ) [Fig. (c)].
0 We first transform Eqs. (!)-(4) to the dressed-state

+goar+a +g*a a,]+'&a'a, (2) basis 4 .5 using the unitary operator

93p, a,, and a,+ are the standard Pauli matrices describ- 1 -rexp(iao2,), (5)
ing atom p, a and at are cavity-mode operators, A, -),
-cOL, A2--aIc¢ -OL, Ola (0), ) is the atomic (cavity) reso- where a2, -(or, -OU)/i, 2l'i&(2"2)+ 11/2, and a is
nance frequency, and g, denotes the coupling of atom p defined through fl - il'sin2a and A, - fl'cos2a. Obvi-
to the cavity mode. We assume that the atoms are local- ously, 'V diagonalizes the sum of the free-atom and
ized to a small region of the cavity-mode volume within pump Hamiltonians.

After transforming to the dressed basis,

- -- a3, + A2a ta+ Yg,[-(l +cos2a)o,- (I -cos2a)o + +sin2a3p]a t

+Y, g[( +cos2a)c, + - (I -cos2a)aM+sin2ao 3,]a, (6)

where
LA " Y {[sin2ao3p+ (1 +cos2a)a, - (I -cos2a)a,+1p[sin2aa 3 ,+ (I +cos2a)a, + - (I -cos2a),]

2

- [I +a3,cos2a - (a,+a + )sin2alp -p[l +a3,cos2a - (cr,+a + )sin2a]l, (7)

whereas L- remains the same. In Eqs. (6) and (7), a3,
(a, and o + ) now refer to the dressed-state inversion on the largeness of A2 and 0I' compared to the other
(polarization) operators for atom p. relevant frequencies.

We first use the above results to analyze the case of Neglecting antiresonant terms in Eqs. (6) and (7) and
lasing mediated by one-photon gain. ,5-21 The frequen- assuming A2 > 0, one can derive the semiclassical equa-
cies at which the driven atoms display large one- and tions associated with the standard laser model, i.e.,
two-photon gain differ [see Fig. I (b)J so that one can
select one-photon gain by appropriate tuning of the cavi- (Yi +ifl')S+X-SA2
ty, i.e., by making A2  0'. Antiresonant terms in Eqs. $ -(S -)+ (S S ) (8)
(6) and (7) can be dropped by invoking (I) standard
rotating-wave approximation arguments based on the as- a - (r+ iA2)a - ifg'S,
sumption that A2 and L' are both much larger than g, y, 2
and r; and (2) the fact that in our system these terms where
contain atom-specific phase factors which tend to zero on S- Yar oexp( -io)
summing over p. The latter justification does not depend
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denotes the macroscopic dressed-state polarization, S* the threshold condition as
its conjugate, 2 > 200,

S3-Xar3 y 2
u or with g 0 0.04y, as in Ref. 21, one expects one-photon

is the macroscopic inversion, and 0, is the phase of g, lasing to occur for N = 105, in agreement with observa-
, -y(2+sin 22a)/2, 2 -,(l +cos22a), and ga, g(l tions.

+cos2a)/2. The stationary value of $3, which describes Let us now turn to the discussion of two-photon gain
the inversion of the dressed states, is given by and lasing. We assume that the cavity is tuned so that

2A2 = 11'. The Hamiltonian, Eq. (6), contains various
3" -2Nos2a (9) nonresonant terms which do not conserve the excitation

I+cos 2 2a number. For e-O(g/fl',,/f°,F/fl') small, we wish to

For any A, 00, the levels within each dressed-state dou- approximate Eq. (6) with an effective Hamiltonian
blet have unequal populations and, consequently, some describing resonant two-photon processes. Such an
dressed-state transitions are inverted and lasing can effective Hamiltonian will conserve a generalized num-
occur. For negative Ai, a > x/4 and $3 > 0, correspond- ber of excitations,
ing to the situation shown in Fig. I(b). The frequency of Neffata+2 au.a .
the single-photon lasing, wi WL +Ai , can be deter In order to derive the effective Hamiltonian, we work

along the lines of Ref. 26; i.e., first, we write down the(Wtr . YIA2+rfi,
AL+r' (10) Schr6dinger equation, which follows from Eq. (6). Vec-

'~ tors which correspond to a definite value of Nei couple to
and the laser threshold condition is those with Neff ± 1, ± 3. Eliminating the latter ones in

the lowest order of the coupling g, we obtain an equation
Ng2 cos2a(l +cos2a) 2  + (A ) 2 ' containing couplings within the subspace of the fixed Nefr

4yF(2+sin22a)(l +cos2 2a) (y,-"+ r only. This equation determines Hen" completely. After
introducing a new macroscopic polarization operator

_1. (11) S-Yaexp(-2i0),

It is interesting to note that relation (I ) correctly pre-
dicts the single-photon dressed-state lasing observed in and its conjugate S*, we again utilize the fact that terms
the experiment of Ref. 21, where cos2a - 4, A2 - il' summed over randomly distributed phases can be
=20y, and rF 2y. Using these values, we can write neglected. The effective Hamiltonian then takes the

simplified form

fff A2 a ta+ -93 - -L sin2a(l +cos2a)[S'a 2 + (a) 2S]
2 8A2

2- [0( +cos2a) 2 + - (I -cos2a)2](a t aS3+ 2$S). (12)
16A 2

Note that NY4 f does not have the feim of a standard
two-photon-laser Hamiltonian in that it contains a of the resonant approximation used for derivation of
dynamical Stark-shift term which causes the laser fre- WYei) requires that AL2r) A2. The Stark-shift effects
quency to be intensity dependent. Nevertheless, after tend to destroy the resonant condition making the stabili-
dropping antiresonant terms in LA, a semiclassical ty of the two-photon laser quite complicated. We as-
theory of two-photon lasing governed by Eq. (12) may sume here that the cavity is tuned to compensate for the
be easily formulated.(2 dynamical Stark shift. In this case, the laser threshold

The frequency of the two-photon laser, w 2 'WL condition is simply
4.A(2y), which is dependent on the laser output intensity,s 1/2

can be determined from 8 A2 r (71 (14)

A(2)  -  Y,(A 2+ 6S3) + F(n + 8+ 281 a 2) (13)

2r+ ,(13) Slightly above threshold, the laser intensity is approxi-

mately given by
where

wh rIea 12 S 37 , (15)
6" g [0 +cos2a) 2 + -(I -cos2a)]. 2r

1 6A2  In our analysis, we have assumed that the two lasing pro-

Note that the self-consistency of our theory (i.e., validity cesses of Fig. I (b) (based on one- and two-photon gain)
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can be spectrally distinguished. This implies that

2A' 2'4-n 0 251 a 12  g2z3(6L- n -- 2a--- Y2 '3 VI +cos2a) 2+ I(I -cos2a) 21 << 1 (16)II °  I' "16A2 1Fe
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We have measured the emission spectrum of two-level-like Ba atoms driven by two, strong,
equal-amplitude fields with frequency separation 28. The spectrum consists of a series of peaks
with an essentially constant spacing 8 and alternating linewidths. These features differ qualita-
tively from the characteristic triplet spectrum observed in the case of strong monochromatic exci-
tation. Certain features of the observed spectrum such as its comblike structure can be motivated
in terms of the energy spectrum of atom-bichromatic-field product states. Other features, such
as the alternating linewidths, require more subtle analysis.

The fluorescence spectrum of two-level atoms (TLA's) cathode of a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT out-
driven by strong monochromatic excitation has been the put was sent to computer-controlled photon-counting elec-
subject of considerable theoretical and experimental study tronics. In the limit of low atomic-beam densities where
over the years. 1.2 This spectrum, initially predicted by gain effects 23'2 4 can be ignored, recordings of the Fabry-
Mollow 3 and subsequently observed by various groups, 4 - 6  Perot output intensity as a function of v,, where v, is the
possesses a characteristic symmetric triplet structure that cavity resonance frequency, correspond to the single-atom
can be inferred from the dressed-atom model. 7 The de- resonance fluorescence spectrum. In our experiments,
tailed understanding of the spectrum is an important Doppler broadening and finite Fabry-Perot finesse con-
achievement of quantum optics. An obvious and intrigu- tribute to an overall instrumental resolution of 25 MHz.
ing generalization of the Mollow problem is to determine The natural width of the 'So- 1P, Ba transition is - 19
the nature of the atomic fluorescence spectrum under con- MHz. 25

ditions of bichromatic or multichromatic excitation. TLA Figure 2 shows the spectra recorded for A- va - vo -"0,
dynamics in the presence of multichromatic excitation has 26-200 MHz, and for various values of (I, where a is
been explored from a number of contexts,8 

-22 but the the single-excitation-field-component resonant Rabi fre-
question of resonance fluorescence has received only limit- quency. The observed spectra consist of a series of peaks
ed attention. 19-22 In fact, to our knowledge, no experi- symmetrically located about a central peak coinciding
mental work in this area has yet appeared. with the atomic transition frequency vo. From Fig. 2, one

We report here an experimental study of the resonance sees that neighboring peaks are separatcd in frequency by
fluorescence spectrum characteristic of two-level atoms 5, and that the number of peaks increases with increasing
driven by a strong bichromatic excitation field. Spe- f0. Interestingly, the peak spacing is independent of f0.
cifically, we have studied the fluorescence spectrum of At very low values of 0l (not shown in Fig. 2), the spec-
two-level-like barium atoms driven by two equal- trum is observed to consist of only two peaks which corre-
amplitude fields that have frequencies v.- 8 and va + 5 spond to elastic scattering at the excitation frequencies.
and are tuned near the ' 38Ba 553.5-nm 'So- 'P, transi- These observations are consistent with the numerical cal-
tion frequency, vo. The experimental apparatus is depict-
ed in Fig. 1. Light from a frequency-stabilized ring dye
laser (Coherent 699-21) is passed through an acousto-
optic modulator (AOM). The deflected and undeflected
portions of the AOM output, differing in frequency by the I ''  BC

AOM drive frequency 26 provide the two components of AOM
the bichromatic excitation field. On emerging from the PL
AOM, the two beams were collimated, spatially superim-
posed, intensity matched, and angularly aligned to max- L
imize the depth of the 25 intensity beat signal observed on cavity

a large-area photodiode. An 80% modulation depth wasP
obtained. The combined, linearly polarized, beams inter- F -1

sected an atomic beam of natural Ba at a position coincid- A Aea

ing with the center of a 5-cm-long confocal Fabry-Perot
cavity. The Fabry-Perot is piezoelectrically scannable, COMPUTER COT
has a free-spectral range of 1.5 GHz, and has an empty-
cavity finesse of approximately 200. The bichromatic FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental apparatus: RDL, cw
laser beam, Ba atomic beam, and cavity axis were mutual- ring dye laser, BC, beam combiner, AOM, acousto-optic modu-
ly orthogonal. Fluorescent light transmitted out one end lator; M, mirror; PL, linear polarizer; Al and A2, apertures; L,
of the cavity was spatially filtered and imaged onto the lens; PMT, photomultiplier tube.
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a ( cy v, - 8 and v, + 8, respectively. It is straightforward to(a) (d) show that these product states group into manifolds each

a=.=400MHz a=14OMHz corresponding to a particular value of N-n,,+nlt+n,.

The centers of the manifolds are split by hvo (with
v,-vo). Within each manifold, individual states are
separated in energy by h8 (see Fig. 3). In the limit of

_ _,_ _weak excitation ( <<3) the product states should provide

D (b) (e) a good description of the system, and peaks in the fluores-

a=25OMHz "a =75MHz cence spectrum must then correspond to transitions from
individual states in one manifold to states in the next

) .1 lower manifold. It is clear that the only possible transition
Cn frequencies are v. t m8, where m is an integer. InclusionCDf j-I- 26

of the atom-field coupling leads to dressed states, which
- !are linear combinations of the uncoupled atom-field prod-

(c)(f) uct states. For fl 2_ 8 one must work with the actual
a =20OMHz n =50'MHz dressed states to predict the spectra. Interestingly, the

peak positions in the observed spectra imply that the level
structure of the dressed states is essentially identical to
that of the product states. On the other hand, the change

-600 -300 0 300 600 -600 -300 0 300 600 in the number and the relative intensity of the peaks indi-
cates that the composition of the dressed states (in terms

(z'/ - i',) MHz of the product states) depends sensitively on the atom-
FIG. 2. Atomic fluorescence intensity vs cavity detuning from field interaction strength. It is interesting that the atom-

the atomic transition frequency G, - vo). Ba atoms are driven field interaction modifies the composition of the dressed

by a bichromatic excitation field whose components differ in fre- states without significantly perturbing their energies.

quency by 200 MHz and are locate" v imetrically about the While the simple energy-level considerations mentioned
atomic resonance frequency vo. The resonant Rabi frequency of here provide some motivation for the locations of the
each component of the driving ie considered separately, n, is peaks shown in Fig. 2, they provide no reliable insight into
(a) 400 MHz; (b) 250 MHz; (c) 200 MHz; (d) 140 MHz; (e) the alternation of peak linewidths.
75 MHz; (f) 50 MHz. "he small asymmetry in the spectra
about vo is attributed to the presence of Ba isotopes other than
"3 Ba. Note that in (a) the 1.5-GHz free-spectral range of the 10 >I0IN+I>

Fabry-Perot cavity employed leads to distortions in the peak
amplitudes observed in the portions of the spectrum most re-
moved from vo. 8 I1 >IN/2-1> I N/2+1 >

8 10>IN/2>IN/2+1 >

N+1 81 > IN/2 > IN/2>
culations of Newbold and Salamo. 20 Another interesting 8 I1> I N/2+ >1 N/2>
feature of these spectra is the alternation in linewidth as I1 >IN/2+1 >1 N/2-1>
one moves from peak to peak in the spectrum. Peaks with
frequencies given by vo ± m8 with m even (m odd) have a
relatively larger (smaller) linewidth. Newbold and z 10>IN+1>10>
Salamo predicted that the elastic scattering occurs only at
frequencies vo ± m8 (m odd), and for small fl, the contri-
butions from elastic scattering at these frequencies are
larger than the contributions from inelastic scattering.
Since the linewidth of the elastic scattering should be rela- 10> I 0> I N >
tively narrow, its contribution to the odd-m peaks may ex-
plain the linewidth variation observed in our experiment. 10>1 N/2-1 >I N/2+1
The observation that the number of peaks in the spectra is 101 N/2-1 >I N/2+>
Rabi frequency dependent, that the peak spacings are N 8 10>I N/2> >I N/2>
Rabi frequency independent, and that the peak linewidths N 8 11 N/2-1 N/2
alternate all constitute features qualitatively different 8 I1 >I N/2>I N/2-1 >
from those found in the case of monochromatic excitation. * I0> I N/2+1 >IN/2-1 >

A motivation for the basic structure of the observed
spectra can be found in the level structure of the product 1O>IN>10>
states representing the uncoupled atom-bichromatic-field
system. These product states can be written as FIG. 3. Atom-bichromatic-field product states. The number
Ina) ) nd), where nh-0 (i) represents the atomic (N,N + 1) to the left of each manifold represents the total num-
ground state (excited state), and n and n2 represent the ber of excitations, i.e., n.+nl+n2. In the case of the lower
photon occupation numbers of the field modes at frequen- manifold, N has been arbitrarily assumed to be even.
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In conclusion, we have measured the resonance fluores- doubly amplitude modulated excitation fields, measure-
cence spectrum of two-level atoms under strong bi- ments are planned in this area as well.
chromatic excitation. The observed spectra are qualita-
tively different from the Mollow spectrum. Further work It is a pleasure to thank M. Lewenstein for many useful
involving a broader range of experimental parameters and discussions. We gratefully acknowledge financial support
careful comparison with the theoretical calculations is from National Science Foundation Grant No. PHY871-
planned, and in view of the recent calculations of Wilkens 8518 and Air Force Office of Scientific Research Grant
and Rzazewski 22 indicating rich spectra associated with No. AFOSR-88-0086.
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Vacuum Rabi Splitting as a Feature of Linear-Dispersion Theory:
Analysis and Experimental Observations

Yifu Zhu, Daniel J. Gauthier, S. E. Morin, Qilin Wu, H. J. Carmichael, and T. W. Mossberg
Department of Physics and Chemical Physics Institute, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403

(Received 7 February 1990)

The spectral and temporal response of an optical cavity resonantly coupled to an ensemble of barium
atoms has been investigated experimentally. The empty-cavity transmission resonances are found to
split in the presence of the atoms and, under these conditions, the cavity's temporal response is found to
be oscillatory. These effects may be viewed as a manifestation of a vacuum-field Rabi splitting, or as a
simple consequence of the linear absorption and dispersion of the intracavity atoms.

PACS numbers: 42.50.-p, 42.60.Da, 42.65.Pc

A composite atom-cavity system can be created by that the vacuum Rabi splitting is not an inherently quan-
placing atoms inside an optical cavity. The behavior of turn phenomenon. In addition, our experimental results
such a coupled system can often be more complex and demonstrate that the multiatom vacuum Rabi splitting
hence richer than that of either the atoms or the cavity can be observed in cavities having an active volume
considered separately. Elucidation of the properties of (finesse) more than an order of magnitude larger (small-
such atom-cavity systems is important since they play a er) than previeusly demonstrated.
vital role in the analysis of effects such as optical bista- In our model of the coupled atom-cavity system, the
bility, laser operation, and quantum fluctuations. Re- cavity is taken to be a confocal cavity with length .L,
cently, it has been predicted that the nsertion of a single and the atoms are taken to be classical Lorentz oscilla-
atom into a cavity can lead to a splitting in the atomic tors whose resonance frequency vo is near a cavity reso-
fluorescence spectrum' and the empty-cavity transmis- nance (transmission maxima) at frequency vm. The cav-
sion resonances 2.3 when the atom is strongly coupled to ity mirrors have an intensity reflection (transmission)
the cavity. This splitting, termed the vacuum Rabi split- coefficient of R (T). The Lorentz oscillators have a full
ting, has attracted the attention of the quantum-optics width at half maximum (FWHM) 8 H, an oscillator
community because it is considered to be an important strength fo, a number density N, and are contained in a
manifestation of the quantum nature of the electromag- slab of length L < -C.
netic field. Using a standard multibeam interference analysis, it

In the optical regime, the experimental confirmation of can be shown that the intensity transmission function of
the single-atom vacuum Rabi splitting has been preclud- the coupled atom-cavity system is given by
ed by the smallish size of the coupling between the atom
and the cavity. 4 Fortunately, it has been shown that cay- To(v) - I t(v) 12_ T2e -. L
ity resonance splitting also occurs when many atoms are (I -Re L)2+4Re-,Lsin 2 (e/2)

inserted into a cavity, and that the magnitude of the (1)
splitting increases with the square root of the number of
atoms inserted. 2,3 Recently, multiatom enhancement has for a plane wave propagating along the cavity axis where
been employed successfully in an effort to observe vacu- e(v) - 2x(A - A,, )/AFSR + 4w(n - 1 )Lv/c
um Rabi splittings. 5-7

In this paper, we describe an experimental investiga- is the phase shift experienced by the field upon com-
tion of resonant, multiatom, vacuum Rabi splitting. pletion of a round-trip through the cavity, aL is the
Cavity throughput as a function of both frequency single-pass absorption, and t,(v) is the amplitude
(continuous-wave input) and time (pulsed input) has transmission function. Here, A - v-vo ,, a, - vm - vo,
been measured in the same system. We find that our ex- and AFSR -c/2.£c is the free spectral range of the empty
perimental results are in excellent agreement with a cavity where c is the speed of light in vacuum. For an
completely classical model in which the cavity transmis- empty cavity with a large finesse F-x/R./( -R), the
sion function is derived using the standard concepts of empty-cavity resonance width is given by 8, "AFsR/F.
multibeam interference' applied to a cavity containing The frequency-dependent intensity-absorption coefficient
atoms displaying linear absorption and dispersion.' This and refractive index of the collection of Lorentz oscilla-
approach to calculating the cavity's transmission func- tors are given by
tion is dramatically different from the one employed in
QED descriptions of the problem. The success of a total- a-ao 8 H - (2)
ly classical model indicates, contrary to popular belief, 4A 2 +6k' " 2xv 4A2 +a (
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respectively, where ao-2foNe2/mc0H is the line-center 25
absorption coefficient, and e (in is the electron charge a 005
(mass). It should be noted that only linear-absorption
and refractive-index terms are included in Eq. (2). The
inclusion of nonlinear, i.e., intensity-dependent, terms 0

leads to effects such as optical bistability. '°
We find that linear absorption and dispersion intro-

duced by the intracavity atoms alter the transmission -2-1e
function in that T(v) may exhibit a structure which is
completely different from that found in the empty-cavity
case. The location and even the number of cavity reso- (b)

nances [maxima in To(v)] may change. In the analysis
of these changes, we limit our attention to the case of 0.50-
low single-pass absorption (aoL « I<), high-cavity finesse t-

(R==I), atom-cavity resonance (Am'O), small-fre-
quency differences (A<<AFSR), and comparable atomic 0 -

0

and cavity resonance widths (6 = 6H ). . . -
Neglecting the effects of absorption, the zeros of e(v)

determine the peaks in the cavity transmission function o.6 15
To(v), and the slope of e(v) at the zeros provides a mea- W 10-0
sure of the resonance widths. In Fig. I(a), we plot e(v) 0A_ -100 '4
for several different atomic number densities. In Fig-
l(b), the atomic absorption and dispersion functions of E

Eq. (2) are plotted. At zero density, the expression for .-
E(v) contains a single nonzero term corresponding to a - -------

straight line with a slope of 2 X/AFSR [dashed line in Fig. . % W
l(a)I indicating that the cavity has a single peak at - -2

A -0. For nonzero atomic densities, a second term, pro- - -,12

portional to the atomic dispersion function, contributes

to e(v) as well. At low densities, the dispersion reducesthe slope of ely) at A -0 thereby broadening the cavity FIG. i. (a) Phase shift experienced by the field upon corn-
transmission resonance. (Absorption also contributes to pletion of a round trip through the cavity for various values of
thanis o b roadeonne.) Abghertioasomi c ntris so the line-center, single-pass absorption as a function of the de-

tuning of the probe-laser frequency from the atomic resonance
distorted by the dispersive term that it actually passes frequency normalized to the atomic resonance width. The cay-
through zero three times. One zero, as in the emp. y- ity resonance is tuned to the atomic resonance (A. -0),
cavity case, occurs at A-0, and two new zeros, located AFSR/H -750, b/8Hf- 1.5, and F -500. The dashed line is
symmetrically about A -0, appear [see Fig. I (a)]. For the empty-cavity phase shift. (b) Normalized absorption (solid
atomic densities high enough to produce a three-zero line) and change in refractive index (dashed line) produced by
structure in e(v), the absorptive part of the atomic the collection of Lorentz oscillators. The magnitude of the
response destroys the central transmission peak and probe wave vector is denoted by k. (c) Cavity transmission
slightly shifts the remaining two peaks away from the function and phase shift as functions of the normalized fre-
zeros of the function e(v) [see Fig. 1 (c)]. quency. The values of the parameters used to generate this

A more detailed analysis reveals that the two peaks in plot are the same as in (a) with aoL -0.02.

the cavity transmission are approximately Lorentzian in
shape, 2 occur at the frequencies A- ± f1/2, where Note that the width of the peaks is the average of the

FaoL 8 c (SH -8')2 1/2 uncoupled atom and cavity widths. 7 The splitting will be
- 8 4 12(3) resolved when a>>(H+8,)/2; that is, when

aoL >> r/F. (6)
and have a height The high-atomic-density resonance splitting fl and

h I T2 [ (4) width 8, predicted above with our totally classical model
(I -R) 2  (.61f+8) 2 (4) are identical to the corresponding vacuum-field Rabi-

splitting results obtained by Carmichael et al. I We may

and a width (FWHM) of thus conclude that the multiatom vacuum Rabi splitting
may also be regarded as a feature of linear-dispersion

J'- (5,, + )/2. (5) theory. While this same point can be inferred from the
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demonstrated success of mean-field, Maxwell-Bloch- 2(b)-2(d), we have accounted for the residual atomic-
type calculations in the treatment of vacuum Rabi split- beam Doppler width and the lower abundance, blueshift-
tings" "' 2 the completely classical nature of vacuum ed barium isotopes. The empty-cavity transmission func-
Rabi splittings has not been emphasized. tion [Fig. 2(a) displays a linewidth of -30 MHz

In all our experiments we measured the transmission (FWHM) corresponding to a cavity finesse of "500.
of a weak continuous-wave (cw) or pulsed-probe laser Therefore, a splitting should appear [see Eq. (6)] when
through a I-cm confocal optical cavity. The probe beam aoL >0.006. For aoL-0.0013 [Fig. 2(b)], only a
had a cw linewidth of -2 MHz, was carefully aligned to broadening of the transmission peak is found. With
propagate along the cavity axis, and was focused to a aoL -0.008 [corresponding to - 300 atoms in the cavity,
90-pm spot at the center of the cavity where it intersect- Fig. 2(c)], a well-resolved mode splitting is observed.
ed at normal incidence a collimated beam of natural For aoL -0.055 [Fig. 2(d)], an even larger splitting is
barium (72% ' 388a), having a 20-MHz residual Doppler observed. The asymmetry in the peak heights is attribut-
width and a- 1 mm diameter. The cavity was adjusted able to barium isotopes other than '38Ba. Predicted and
to be nearly resonant with the 554-nm 13'Ba 6s2 'So- observed transmission functions are in excellent agree-
6s6p'P, transition (19-MHz natural width). Approxi- ment.
mately 2 pW of the probe power was coupled into the From the perspective of quantum optics, the vacuum
cavity, resulting in a maximum intracavity intensity of Rabi splitting may be seen to follow from the exchange
= 5 p W cm -2 which is far below the 15-mW cm -2 sat- of excitation back and forth between the atoms and the
uration intensity of the barium transition. Absolute cavity field. In the transient regime, this exchange is
single-pass absorption of the atomic beam was deter- manifest as a temporal oscillation on the light transmit-
mined by direct measurements at high atomic number ted through the cavity. From the classical perspective,
densities. Absorption at lower atomic densities was as- the atom-cavity system is a simple linear system, and the
sumed to scale linearly with the atomic fluorescence sig- time- and frequency-domain responses of the system are
nal produced by an auxiliary laser beam. The atomic- connected via Fourier transform. If we denote the
beam density was varied by adjusting the temperature of Fourier transform of a pulse incident in one end of (after
the beam source oven, and was as high as 1.5x 109  transmission through) the cavity by Ei,(v) [Eo1 (v)],
atomscm - 3 corresponding to a maximum line-center we can immediately write
single-pass absorption equal to 2.2 cm -

Measured and calculated cavity transmission functions Eut(v) t,(v)Ei,,(v). (7)
are shown in Fig. 2. In the calculations of Figs. If the atomic density is large enough to make t0(v) dou-

ble peaked and if the input pulse is sufficiently short, in-
verse Fourier transformation of E,.t(v) reveals that the

1 .. ] 1output pulse will contain an oscillation with a period of
(a) 0.7 -N I/0 and have a duration on the order of l/l(6H+8c).

This behavior is in agreement with that expected from
the perspective of quantum optics.

ohThe transient response of our atom-cavity system was
An 0 0 , investigated by injecting a pulse (acousto-optically sliced

[ 75 from the cw probe laser) in one end of the cavity and
)0.3 0.3 the temporal evolution of the light emitted

out through the other end. The temporal evolution of
> the input [output] pulse intensity is shown in Fig. 3(a)
U0[3 (b) . The data shown in Fig. 3(b) were recorded with

0 the single-pass atomic absorption a0L set to 0.22 and
-200-100 0 100 200 -200-100 0 100 200 with a small atom-cavity detuning A,, equal to 25 MHz

laser - cavity detuning (MHz) introduced in order to minimize the effect of the less
abundant Ba isotopes on the measurement. Under these

FIG. 2. Experimentally measured (solid circles) and conditions, a 150-MHz frequency-domain cavity-reso-
theoretically predicted (solid line) cavity transmission func- nance splitting was observed. To fit the data with our
tions. The values of the parameters for the cavity are model, we used Eq. (7) and assumed that the spectrum
AFSR I5 GHz. 8 -30 MHz, and F-500. The cavity reso- of the incident
nance is precisely set to the '38Ba 6s2 'So-6s6p 'P1 transition epulse was given by the transform of the
(6H- 19 MHz). The value of the line-center, single-pass ab- square root of the measured intensity profile. The pre-
sorption aoL was set to (a) 0, (b) 0.0013, (c) 0.008, and (d) dicted output pulse is shown as the solid line in Fig. 3(b).
0.055. The measured cavity transmission functions have been The data are somewhat noisy; however, the expected os-
scaled in the vertical direction so that the measured empty- cillations are clearly evident.
cavity transmission is equal to 1. In summary, we have shown that the steady-state and
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Observation of a Two-Photon Gain Feature in the Strong-Probe Absorption Spectrum

of Driven Two-Level Atoms
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A feature associated with continuous-wave two-photon optical gain has been observed in the absorp-
tion spectrum of an ensemble of barium atoms driven by a strong near-resonant optical field. In the
dressed-atom picture, the observed gain is attributable to inverted two-photon transitions with nearly
resonant intermediate states. A cw optical two-photon laser utilizing this gain appears feasible.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Hz, 42,55.Hq, 42.65.Dr, 42.65.Pc

The interaction of two-level atoms (TLA's) with have set no/A-3 and 2xAT 2 -10. In the weak-probe
strong resonant or nearly resonant optical radiation has limit (al/A-0.1), the probe gain and absorption spec-
been analyzed from a number of perspectives. 1.2 Of in- trum reduces (see Fig. I(a)] as expected to the probe
terest here, it has been shown that TLA's driven by a spectrum studied by Mollow and co-workers.3' 6 The
near-resonant driving field (pump) can act to amplify a dominant features in this spectrum correspond to single-
weak-probe laser appropriately tuned relative to the photon gain (positive peak at 8= - 0) and single-
atomic and pump frequencies. 3- 9 In fact, single-photon photon absorption (negative peak at 6 11'), where
lasers based on driven TLA gain have been construct- 0'=( J+,'A2 )

/ 2 . For fl,/A-0.6 [Fig. l(b)], new
ed.9-12 Driven TLA gain occurs in the absence of inver- features appear in the probe gain and absorption spec-
sion between the ground and excited states. The largest trum. The peak at 8- - fl'/2 (8 E1'/2) corresponds to
weak-probe gain feature, which has been referred to as
Raman gain , can be understood in terms of a stimulated
hyper-Raman-scattering process or in terms of popula- _ 1.5' (a) x O
tion inversions on transitions between dressed atom-field .a 0.00
states. Raman gain can be viewed as a single-photon
gain process. At higher probe intensities, additional gain -
features, corresponding to multiphoton analogs of the
Raman gain process and involving two- or more-photon .5 2.0 (b)
gain,' 3 "4 become important. In this paper, we describe -Xi0
an experimental study of the interaction of a strong

probe with a driven TLA and provide the first demon- -2.0
stration of cw two-photon gain in the optical regime. 60(

Consider an ensemble of stationary TLA's having a (C)
transition frequency v., an upper-state radiative lifetime OA 0.
T,. and a homogeneous dephasing time T 2 -2T,. The

atoms are driven by a monochromatic pump field of fre- -6.0
quency vo, atom-pump detuning Anv,- vo, and reso- -2 -1 0 1 2
nant Rabi frequency flo. We study the gain and absorp-
tion spectrum of a probe field interacting with the
pump-driven TLA's. The probe is assumed to have a FIG. I. Calculated probe gain coefficient as a function of
frequency V, probe-pump detuning 6- v, - vo, and reso- probe-pump detuning $/f' for no/A-3, 2xAT 2 -10, and
nant Rabi frequency ill. This spectrum can be evalu- tVm(lJ+A) ""i-A. The vertical scale corresponds to the
ated using the expressions for nonlinear susceptibility de- probe gain coefficient normalized so as to be - I at the center
rived by Agarwal and Nayak"3 using a continued-frac- of the weak-probe absorption profile measured in the absence

tions method. This approach has also recently been ea- of a pump laser. In the figure, the calculated values have been

ployed by Gruneisen et al. 6 in calculations related to the multiplied by (a) 10 times, (b) 100 times, and (c) 1000 times.
(a) Weak-probe laser, 51,/A-0.1. One-photon gain (absorp-

energy transfer between propagating beams using stimu- tion) features exist at 6- - a' (8- a'), a Rayleigh-scattering
lated Rayleigh scattering, feature at 6-0. (b) For flt/A -0.6, two-photon gain (absorp-

Using the method of Agarwal and Nayak, we have tion) appears at 5, -1'/2 (-n0'/2). (c) For n /A-l.4,
calculated the probe gain and absorption as a function of two-photon gain is the largest gain feature. Generally, n-
probe-pump detuning for various probe intensities. The photon gain occurs at 8- - Wt/n, while n-photon absorption
results are presented in Fig. I. Throughout Fig. I we occurs at 8- /n.
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two-photon gain (absorption). For n,/A- 1.4 [Fig. low probe power is essential to avoid saturation of the
1 (c), still more features appear with n-photon gain (ab- gain medium. The atomic beam was chopped at 191 Hz.
sorption) occurring at 8 - t/n (8= 0/n). In Fig. Probe gain and absorption spectra represent measure-
1 (c), the two-photon gain feature is actually larger t jn ments of probe power transmitted through the cavity
the one-photon gain feature. Reversing the sign o1W I during atomic-beam-on cycles normalized by measure-
simply reverses all the gain and absorption features, r. ments of probe power transmitted during atomic-beam-
the spectra about 6-0. The existence of probe gain btd off cycles. Standard frequency-modulation techniques,
absorption features at probe-pump detunings given by active while the atomic beam was blocked, were em-
subharmonics of the pump Rabi frequency has been dis- ployed to keep the empty-cavity resonance frequency
cussed in several contexts 17 =2 1 including cases involving locked to the probe frequency. Probe gain and absorp-
nonzero A, ' 6 but the connection of these features with tion measurements, obtained as described above using an
multiphoton gain has apparently been overlooked. As in enhancement cavity, are complicated by the fact that
the case of the sinigle-photon Raman gain, the n-photon atomic dispersion can cause shifts in the cavity resonance
gain can be understood in terms of a high-order stimu- frequency and thereby affect probe transmission through
lated hyper-Raman effect or in terms of n-photon transi- the cavity. With our scheme of locking the empty-cavity
tions between dressed states in nonadjacent doublets (see resonance frequency to the probe frequency, dispersive
Fig. 2). effects always act to decrease atomic-beam-on probe

To avoid unessential complexity, the spectra of Fig. I transmission and therefore mimic absorption rather than
were calculated assuming Doppler-free conditions. To gain.
realize this condition experimentally, we have employed Our experimental apparatus is depicted in Fig. 3. The
a collimated atomic beam of natural barium. The use of atomic beam was 800 pm in diameter as it passed
an atomic beam limited the achievable atomic densities, through the center of a 1-cm-long, 200 finesse, confocal
interaction lengths, and hence single-pass gain and ab- enhancement cavity. The linearly polarized pump and
sorption to relatively small values. To compensate, the probe lasers were tuned near the 138Ba 553.5-nm
probe gain and absorption was measured in an intracavi- 'So-. 'PI transition which has a natural linewidth of 19
ty mode; i.e., the probe power was measured after MHz. Since '3t Ba has zero nuclear spin, the 'So-'Po
transmission through a confocal optical cavity whose transition closely approximates a two-level quantum sys-
mirrors were positioned symmetrically about the atomic tern. The experiment is complicated, however, by the
beam. The cavity performed two functions. First, it in- presence of other barium isotopes (about 22% total
creased the effective optical thickness of the atomic abundance) some of which have nonzero nuclear spin.
beam. Second, it increased the achievable probe intensi- The axis of the enhancement cavity, the Ba atomic
ty for a given probe input power. High probe intensity is beam, and the propagation direction of the traveling-
essential to bring the nonlinear gain into operation, but wave pump laser were mutually orthogonal. The probe

laser propagated along the cavity axis. In our experi-
mental configuration, nonlinear-wave-mixing-type gain

n+l ,+) processes are not phase matched. The Rabi frequency
-, In+l ,-) fo of the pump laser was determined by measuring the

hv K v 
In,+) 

"evLase.

ii caily

0 1g) i ' n-l,+) I -,, L
~~I Inl- -L

jn,, 1, y)X 2-PZ Al A2 T

(a) C Comuter LOCK-IN
N AmplifierAtomic Beam

FIG. 2. Alternative pictures of the two-photon gain process. Reference
(a) Stimulated hyper-Raman scattering. Three photons from Rr

the pump laser are scattered, leading to the emission of two
photons (wavy lines). (b) Dressed-state picture. Two-photon
gain results from the two-photon transition (indicated by i) FIG. 3. Experimental schematic. RDLI, pump laser;
between the inverted dressed levels In +l, -) and In - I, +). RDL2, probe laser. Both are single-mode cw ring dye lasers.
Here i indicates the well-known single-photon gain process PZT, piezoelectric transducer, M, mirror, PMT, photomulti-
(thick lines represent the more heavily populated states). plier tube; Al and A2, apertures; L, lens; Cl and C2, atomic-
Analogous pictures can be drawn for n-photon gain processes. beam collimators; x, y, and z, three perpendicular spatial axes.
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100- 70- 50-

(a) (b) (a) (b)----

S 0- 0- a-

S-100-t- -70" """- -50 , -70,-500 0 500 -500 0 500 -500 0 500 -500 0 500

Frequency v.- v(MHz) Frequency vL-  vo(M z)

FIG. 4. Measured gain in probe power transmitted through FIG. 5. (a) Calculated probe gain (positive) of Fig. 4(b) ex-
the cavity as a function of probe-pump detuning (8- v, - vo). cluding pseudoabsorption effects. (b) Calculated probe ab-
Solid curves represent experimental data. Dashed curves rep- sorption resulting exclusively from pseudoabsorption (disper-
resent numerical calculations including effects of the dispersion sive) effects. The vertical scale in both parts of the figure rep-
(pseudoabsorption), pump-field inhomogeneity. the standing- resents 100x [(transmitted probe power) -(incident probe
wave character of the probe field, and Ba isotopes. The verti- power)]/(incident probe power). Parameters are the same as
cal scales represent 100x[(atomic-beam-on probe power those in Fig. 4(b). Dashed lines are zero-gain (-absorption)
transmission)- (atomic-beam-off probe power transmis- base lines.
sion)]/(atomic-beam-off probe power transmission). This
quantity is positive for gain. (a) flo-340 MHz, fl- -44
MHz, and A- 100 MHz; features observed are one-photon atomic beam, and since the empty cavity was actively
gain (absorption) at 8- - flo (56- f 0 ), and Rayleigh scatter- locked to the probe-laser frequency, dispersion-mediated
ing at 8-0. (b) no-390 MHz, ni-140 MHz, and a'100 cavity frequency shifts look like absorption. We refer to
MHz; the peak at 8 - fl'/2 is the two-photon gain feature. this effect as pseudoabsorption. The dashed lines shown

in Fig. 4 are calculated probe gain and absorption spec-
tra. Except for the extreme blue end, the calculated and

splitting of the Mollow triplet resonance fluorescence observed spectra are in excellent agreement, indicating
spectrum produced by the pump with no probe. This that we have indeed observed cw two-photon gain. The
spectrum was observed by using the enhancement cavity discrepancies between the experiment and theory at the
as a Fabry-P6rot interferometer. The Rabi frequency blue end of the spectra are due to a persistent partial loss
fl1 of the probe laser was deduced by measuring the of the cavity-probe lock at the end of the locking range.
power-broadened width of the probe absorption spectrum In Fig. 5(a), we plot the probe gain calculated as in Fig.
while the pump laser was shut off. 4(b) except that the effect of pseudoabsorption has not

A weak-probe gain and absorption spectrum is shown been included. Note that in this case the two-photon
in Fig. 4(a) for the case where (1o340 MHz, 11-44 gain peak is positive and represents what our observa-
MHz, and A- 100 MHz. It is seen that there are only tions would have shown if we had been able to eliminate
single-photon gain (absorption) features at 8 - -fl' dispersive (pseudoabsorption) effects. In Fig. 5(b),
(6-n)'), and a Rayleigh-scattering feature at 8-0. probe pseudoabsorption calculated using the same pa-
The absorption feature is complicated primarily because rameters as in Fig. 5(a) is plotted. This spectrum shows
of the effects of the other Ba isotopes which are all distri- how much the transmitted probe power was reduced due
buted to the blue-frequency side of the 13 Ba resonance. exclusively to the effect of pseudoabsorption. In the ab-
As the probe-laser Rabi frequency was increased to sence of pseudoabsorption, we conclude that the experi-
51 i 140 MHz (with flo-390 MHz, A 100 MHz), a mentally observed probe transmission would actually
two-photon gain (absorption) feature appeared [see Fig. have increased by 8% at the center of the measured two-
4(b)] as a small peak at 5- - '/2 (8 " - W/2). While photon gain peak.
these peaks are small and comparable to the experimen- In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated
tal noise level, they are observed to appear consistently in that strongly driven two-level atoms can be utilized as a
many separate measurements of the probe spectrum. It two-photon gain medium and may therefore be useful in
will be noticed that the peak of the two-photon gain the realization of a two-photon laser.22 We point out
feature is near zero, and hence the peak constitutes a de- that this simple system is also a potential gain medium
crease in absorption rather than an actual gain. This for three- or more-photon amplification.
occurs, as discussed above, bcause of dispersion- It is a pleasure to thank D. J. Gauthier, M. Lewen-
mediated shifts in the cavity resonance frequency and stein, and A. Lezama for useful discussions. We grate-
concomitant decreases in the atomic-beam-on probe fully acknowledge the financial support of the National
transmission. Since our detection scheme compares the Science Foundation (PHY8718518) and the Air Force
transmitted probe-laser power with and without the Ba Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR-88-0086).
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Abstract

Quantum fluctuations of an optical transition moment are observed to be suppressed

by strong coherent excitation of a weak auxiliary transition. The stabilization is manifest

through the appearance of subnatural linewidths in the resonance fluorescence spectrum and

is due to coherent mixing of atomic states. Our results are in quantitative agreement with

the predictions of Narducci et al. [Phys. Rev. A, 42 1630 (1990)].

PACS numbers: 42.50.-p, 42.60.Da, 42.65.Pc, 32.3OJc, 32.70.Jz, 32.80.Wr
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It has been shown that the quantum fluctuations exhibited by atoms contained within

optical or microwave cavities can be dramatically different from those exhibited by atoms

in free-space. Recently, Narducci et al.2 predicted that certain quantum fluctuations

associated with three-level atoms can be significantly modified without the use of a cavity

by exposing the atoms to a strong coherent-state driving field.3 This prediction is intriguing

because it opens up to researchers a new class of systems in which quantum fluctuations can

be manipulated and the effects directly observed. In the present experimental work, a

stabilization of quantum fluctuations, manifest in a narrowing of resonance fluorescence

linewidths to subnatural values, is reported. Agreement with theory is excellent.

The atomic system considered by Narducci et al.2 consists of a v-configuration, three-

level atom (see Fig. la) with ground-state I g), and excited states Is) and I w). The excited

states, I s) and I w), decay back to the ground-state at the rates y, and yw, respectively. The

I g) - I s) (I g) - I w)) transition is driven by a resonant, coherent-state, driving-field of

frequency w, (w,) and Rabi frequency t, (n,). It is assumed that the I g) - Iw) transition

is much weaker than the Ig) - Is) transition (i.e. y.,< <ys). In Ref. 2, it is shown that the

light inelastically scattered by the atom in the spectral vicinity of the strong transition

frequency w, displays a spectral narrowing (i.e., stabilization of the quantum fluctuations)

when the weak transition is driven more and more strongly. For w > > n > y., the strong-

transition inelastic fluorescence spectrum consists of a central component with a spectral

full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of y, and two symmetric sidebands of width 3y/ 2 .

This result is surprising because the inelastic spectrum scattered by the atom for n" = 0 and

a, > > y. (the Mollow spectrum5 ) has features with FWHM widths of y, (central peak) and
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3y,/2 (sidebands).

Our experiment involved measuring the resonance fluorescence spectrum emitted on

the stronger of two transitions within v-configuration, three-level-like, barium atoms as

depicted in Fig. la. The strong (weak intercombination line) 6s2 1S0 -* 6s6p 1PI (6s 2 IS 0 -_

6s6p 3p,) transition has a frequency denoted by wg (w.,), a spontaneous lifetime of 8.37 t

0.08 nsec6 (3.35 t 0.5 g~secT), a resonance wavelength of 553.5 nm (791.1 nm) and is

hereafter called the strong (weak) transition. The coherent-state driving fields were derived

from the outputs of two actively stabilized ring dye lasers (Coherent 699-21, linewidth -1

MHz) and were collimated, superimposed, and made incident on a Ba atomic beam which

passed through the center of a 50-cm confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer. The finesse of

the Fabry-Perot was z100 based on the measured =1.5 MHz transmission linewidth. The

atomic beam had a residual Doppler width of =3 MHz. In the interaction region, the

atomic, weak-transition laser, and strong-transition laser beams had diameters (FWHM) of

200 gm, 750 gm, and 2 mm, respectively. The weak- and strong-transition laser beams had

nearly Gaussian profiles and had maximum powers of 200 mW and 20 mW, respectively.

The laser beams, the atomic beam, and the cavity axis were mutually orthogonal (see Fig.

lb).

The fluorescence spectrum of the atoms was obtained by recording the fluorescence

intensity emitted out the ends of the confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer as a function of

the Fabry-Perot mirror spacing (i.e. transmission frequency). At the low atomic number

densities used in the present experiment, the measured spectrum corresponds to the single-

atom resonance fluorescence spectrum with contributions from both elastic and inelastic
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scattering! Imaging and spatial filtering techniques were employed to select only that light

which was emitted nearly orthogonal to the atomic beam and which originated from a

source volume of approximately 850 um in diameter. Spectral filtering was employed to

block light scattered at the weak-transition frequency. We stress that placing the atomic

beam inside the confocal Fabry-Perot cavity merely serves to facilitate measurement of the

fluorescence spectrum and, in the configuration employed, does not significantly affect

atomic relaxation. The instrumental resolution, which is limited by the combined effects of

cavity linewidth, laser linewidth, and Doppler broadening, was equal to 8.5 t 0.5 MHz.

This value was determined from measurements of the apparent linewidth of elastically

scattered resonance fluorescence9 generated via weak excitation of the strong transition (i.e.

n.=0, n,< <vs).

When only the strong transition of the atoms is driven, a classic Mollow-type, three-

peaked resonance fluorescence spectrum is expected. This spectrum has contributions from

both elastically and inelastically scattered light. The elastic contribution decreases in

importance as the driving-field strength is increased, has negligible spectral width, and

contributes only to the central component of the Mollow triplet. Inelastic scattering

contributes to all three peaks and is responsible for the ultimate strong-field widths that

were given above. In Ref. 2, it is predicted that excitation of the weak transition will modify

the spectrum emitted on the strong transition by changing the fractional contributions of

elastic and inelastic scattering (generally decreasing the importance of the former), and by

narrowing the spectral width of features arising from inelastic scattering. Our primary

objective is to measure the latter effect. Ideally, measurements involving the Mollow
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sidebands would reveal this effect uncomplicated by elastic scattering. Unfortunately, the

widths of these peaks are strongly affected by difficult-to-avoid spatial variations in the

excitation-field intensities and we therefore concentrate our analysis on the behavior of the

central-peak linewidth.

Shown in Fig. 2 are measured strong-transition fluorescence spectra (dashed lines)

obtained for one value of the strong-transition Rabi frequency (n, - 35 MHz) without (Fig.

2a) and with (Fig. 2b) simultaneous excitation of the weak transition. The dot-dashed curve

in Fig. 2a was generated using a theoretical expression for the Mollow spectrum convolved

with the measured instrumental response function. The strong-transition Rabi frequency

and the vertical scale factor were taken as free parameters. The solid line in Fig. 2a was

calculated in the same manner as the dot-dashed line except that the adjacent transmission

peaks of the 150-MHz free-spectral-range analyzer Fabry-Perot were included in the

instrumental response function. Excellent agreement between the calculated and observed

spectra is obtained when the free-space linewidth used in the theoretical expression for the

Mollow spectrum is taken to be 19 MHz. This value is equal to the best independently

measured values of the quantity.6

In Fig. 2b, both transitions are driven (n, - 43 MHz). It is clear that excitation of

the weak transition dramatically modifies the spectrum of fluorescence emitted on the strong

transition. The sideband peaks are spread further apart, and most interestingly, the

measured FWHM of the central peak drops to 16 MHz. The dot-dashed curve in Fig. 2b

was calculated following Ref. 2 using the same values for the strong-transition natural

linewidth and Rabi frequency that were employed in the corresponding calculation in Fig.
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2a. The weak-transition natural linewidth employed in the calculation was deduced from

the upper-state lifetime given above. Variations in the weak-transition excitation-field

intensity (important because of the small diameter of that beam) were accounted for by

averaging the calculated spectrum across the weak-excitation-field cross section. The

resulting spectrum was convolved with the instrumental response function. In the

simulations, the average value of the weak-transition Rabi frequency and the vertical scale

factor were allowed to vary so as to maximize the fidelity. The best-fit value of the former

was consistent with experimental measurements. In addition, the best-fit vertical scale was

within 5% of that used to generate Fig. 2a.

The data shown in Fig. 2b clearly demonstrates that the linewidth narrowing is a

pronounced effect since the 16-MHz FWHM of the central peak in Fig. 2b is less than the

19 MHz free-space natural linewidth of the strong transition even before deconvolving the

instrumental response function. Our best estimate of the actual width of the inelastic

contribution to the central peak is 7 MHz. This width corresponds to the width of the

calculated spectrum (dot-dashed line) prior to convolution with the instrumental response

function. We note that our simulations explicitly account for elastic scattering, and indicate

that it cannot account for the narrowness of the central peak observed in Fig. 2b. We thus

conclude that the quantum fluctuations of the strong-transition moment are dramatically

stabilized by the application of the weak-transition driving field. The solid line in Fig. 2b

was calculated in the same manner as the solid line in Fig. 2a.

In Fig. 3, strong-transition fluorescence spectra obtained with a higher strong-

transition Rabi frequency are shown. In Fig. 3a (n, - 55 MHz, ri, = 0), we see that at this
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larger value of n. the classic triplet structure of the Mollow spectrum begins to be apparent.

In Fig. 3b, a strong-transition spectrum obtained with excitation on both the weak and strong

transitions (n, - 55 MHz, n,, - 43 MHz) is presented. It is seen that the application of the

weak-transition driving field increases the sideband spacing in the strong-transition

fluorescence spectrum and causes a narrowing of the central peak. The dot-dashed and

solid lines represent simulations calculated according to the procedure described in the case

of Fig. 2. The simulations provide a good description of the observed spectra. From the

best-fit simulations, we deduce that the widths of the inelastic components of the central

peaks shown in Fig. 3a and 3b are 21 MHz and 12 MHz, respectively. The 21-MHz width

found in the former case is slightly larger than the 19-MHz natural width of the strong

transition and results from the close proximity of the still not-fully-resolved Mollow

sidebands. In the case of Fig. 3b, the 12-MHz deduced width of the central peak's inelastic

component is significantly narrower than the strong-transition natural width.

In limiting cases, the stabilization effect observed here can be calculated in a rather

straightforward manner (see Ref. 2 for the general case). We first derive the semiclassical

equations-of-motion for the expectation values of the density operator in a transformed

basis. The eigenstates in the transformed basis are given in terms of the energy eigenstates

of the undriven atom through the relation
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Ig(t)) a 0 0 g)

I c(t)  1 0 Qse iws Qwe it.Wt IS=/A _ 1 0 0e' (1)

Id(t)). 0 Owe i1  - Ose i"j LIw)

where the generalized Rabi frequency is given by n = (n, 2+t'l, 2)'12. We have assumed, for

simplicity, that ns and tw are real quantities. The equations-of-motion in the transformed

basis take on a particularly simple form for the case of intense, resonant excitation of the

strong and weak transitions (tw > > ns> ys, yw) and are approximately given by

d = --- F - i C (2a)
dtCg 2 e 2

and

d = -y(wc+1) - i Q(Oc- ad. (2b)

where the slowly varying coherence and the inversion between the states are denoted by acg

and w , respectively and = ac . The effective, coherently modified decay rate is defined

as

a 2 (3)

- Y .
S
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Physically, the state I d(t)) is decoupled from the other states1 and any population initially

in the state I d(t)) is rapidly pumped into the other states. Hence, the one set of equations

(2) completely describes the interaction of the two, intense coherent fields with the three-

level atom. Note that Eqs. 2 are identical to the equations-of-motion for a two-level atom

characterized by a population decay rate y, driven by a resonant, monochromatic field of

Rabi frequency n. 2 These equations are valid to order (n~y/t,7) and are consistent with

the approximate results derived in Ref. 2.

The inelastic spectra for the strong and weak transition can be derived from the

transformed equations-of-motion (2) through use of the quantum regression theorem. 2' 10

Alternatively, the spectra could be derived using the dressed-state formalism. 13 It is found

that the functional dependence of the spectra for the two different transitions are the same

and that only the scaling is different. As could be inferred from Eq. (2), the spectrum is

that of a two-level atom, where the width of the central component of the triplet is equal

to y and the sideband spacing is equal to n. Hence, the widths of the spectral features for

the strong (weak) transition are narrower (broader) than they would be in comparison to

the case when either of the transitions is excited individually (since Y5 -Y-yw)- Therefore,

the coherent coupling between the atomic levels suppresses the quantum fluctuations of the

strong transition at the expense of increasing the fluctuations of the weak transition. We

have verified that our experimentally measured spectra showing dramatic spectral narrowing

are in good agreement with the approximate model just presented.

We would like to thank L.M. Narducci for transmitting his results prior to

publication. In addition, we thank H.J. Carmichael, M.G. Raymer, S.E. Morin and Q. Wu
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 (a) Energy level structure of a 1uBa atom. y, (y,,) is the spontaneous decay rate

of the 1P1 (3P1) state. w., (ca.) is the 'S0 -* 1P1 (IS0 . 3P1) transition frequency. (b)

Experimental setup. The cavity is used to increase the fluorescence signal that reaches the

detector and does not significantly modify the total spontaneous emission rate of the atom.

Figure 2 Measured (dashed line) and calculated (solid and dot-dashed lines) fluorescence

spectra near the 'S0 -* 'P, transition frequency. (a) n, - 35 MHz, n., = 0, the spectrum

corresponds to the monochromatic excitation of two-level atoms. (b) n, - 35 MHz, n., -

43 MHz, the spectrum is significantly modified from that of (a). See the text for a

discussion of the significance of the observed 16-MHz spectral width. The channel width

used in the experiment was 0.8 MHz.

Figure 3 Measured (dashed line) and calculated (solid and dot-dashed lines) fluorescence

spectra near the 'So -. 'P, trar'tion frequency. (a) n, - 55 MHz, n, = 0. (b) n,5 - 55

MHz, f - 43 MHz, the spectrum is significantly modified from that of (a).
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Figure 1 (a) Energy level structure of a '38Ba atom. y, (y,) is the spontaneous decay rate

of the 1P, (31p) state. ca (.a) is the 'S0 - 1P1 ('So -, 3P ) transition frequency. (b)

Experimental setup. The cavity is used to increase the fluorescence signal that reaches the

detector and does not significantly modify the total spontaneous emission rate of the atom.
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Figure 2 Measured (dashed line) and calculated (solid and dot-dashed lines) fluorescence

spectra near the IS0 -'P, transition frequency. (a) n, - 35 MI-z, n. = 0, the spectrum

corresponds to the monochromatic excitation of two-level atoms. (b) n. - 35 MHz, n. -

43 MHz. the spectrum is significantly modified from that of (a). See the text for a

discussion of the significance of the observed 16-M-z spectral width. The channel width

used in the experiment was 0.8 MHz.
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Figure 3 Measured (dashed line) and calculated (solid and dot-dashed lines) fluorescence

spectra near the 'S0 - 'P1 transition frequency. (a) n, - 55 MHz, k, = 0. (b) n, - 55

MHz, f,,, - 43 MHz, the spectrum is significantly modified from that of (a).
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V% develop a theoretical framework for calculating the spectrum of resonance fluorescence emitted by two-level atoms that are excited by a strong bichromnatic field. The dressed statcs for the two-level system that -a
interacting with a fully miodulated field are identified. and the spectral features arc interpreted in terms of
transitions among these dresmed states.

nterpretation of the radiation emitted by an atom .U See manusacript Vj~ -A i-we
in quantum optics. In an early study Mollawl pointed out C~~ -
ferent, from the spectrum that is expected for weak mono-
chromatic excitation."~ It was later shown that the
spectrum for a strong monochromatic field couldi eastily be
interpreted in terms of the dressed states' of the system.

Mors recently Zhu at at.' experimentally demonstrated
that the fluorescence spectrum for the case of bichromatic
excitation"i" differs qualitatively from th characteristic
triplet spectrum that is observed for the case of strong ,
monochromatic excitation. In this paper -e0 p. JO

01-000'fahowtam the,
fluorescence spectrum can be calculatedby sotving' the"
coupled equations for the diple-dipole correlation func-
tions with centiausd-fractio methods. We find that the
spectrum conesit of multiple peals wis spacing is had.
penudent. of the Habi frequency anM that faoreonc
Uxctation tile spacing is equal to half of the 11 dif.
ference of the two flids, mese results -+ ?p ei-ed ie wi
poon trions among them. We als porint oat that a
signfican fraction of the total scattered power is con.
tamned. in thu al~i part of the spectrum even for larg
value, of the elhfequency.

CALCUATION OF THE EMISSION
SPECTRUM BY CONTINUED
FRACTIO METHODS
Consider a tue-leved atom with transitimns fequsey w
and upper and low state, denoted by 11) and IM. me
spectIveY, tht in driven by a blebroati field with
cmpets ai ad wt. Lot 3* ad So be tdo spla.1/2
aulaurn- et~ operao for the dipole meon and
for the ow~ese,~ respectively. Ina 11tos. tba is rotat-
ing at freque ny af t optical NO&e espmts.eneral-
Wced for the one of bichromsefield egtem eaft be

- P 8. ss. m WL i Ns WM IUIt Aarwaj cc ..
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components 01 . (S'(0), 102 -(S-(9)). and Ab, (S(t)).
The nonzero elements of the other matrices are

MI M2' i 2 - 1/T2). M33 -1-lTI.

M1=V3 -M 3k*/2 - =3/2 t22

(M.)3 - lM.)j/2 -ig,1 ,

(Mh 2 - -W_612 2 -igi/2, 12 Tit1.

where A. = o - w*2. The longitudinal and the trans-
verse relaxation times are denoted by T, anid T2, respec-
tively. and i is the population inversion in the absence of
an applied field. The RFibi frequencies for the two compo-
nents of the field are denoted by gi and g2.

The resonance fluorescence spectrum is given in terms
of the atomic dipole-dipole correlation function. Hence
we introduce the correlation matrix 4bit + not with
components

1$f+4- it- (S'(f 4- lS-()) -(S'(f + 4- Sj)

4-I( + t) - (S-(t +. ,)S-(t)) -(SNDt + 6SW,

4-I~ + t) - (S' t 4- ,-)S-(t)> - (S'(1 +. i))(S-(t)). (2)

The inelastic spectrum is related to the correlation func-
tion tP, It can be shown by means of the quantum re-
gression theorem that the correlation matrix 0 satisfies
Eq. (1) with I - 0 and the substitutionai alat - a/Or ad
expttifl - exp( =ifl(t + rI]. This new equation of mo-
tion can be simplified by decomposition of the correlation
matrix into slowly varying amplitudes that oscillate at the
modulation frequency and at its harmonics. This decom-
position is given by the relation

0 = 0 exp-iif(t +- i-)]. (3)

The evolution of these amplitudes is governed by

I=4w - a,.). Onecan show that$1tcan heobtai

*Vr)- [,01"(r . 0) + '/igU2 4)1 +- %iU'444 PA. (b)

The components &V and Ai ,"' are determined from an in-
homogeneous, three-term recursion relation given by AU. es =nmau*t

A*31 8*1"+ C, - Di. (B) p
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The coefficients that appear in the recursion relation are
given by

A, - z +. (IT,) - Un + 121
2 (PI + Qi)

+. jg,1(P. -1 Q1. I)

B, - 12g,g 2*(Qj +. P..-,), C, - Ag,*g2(P 4.j

A- ig2P,1,(r - )- igt*Q,0'i (r - 0)

+. igl,, )'- ( 0) - igi-Q, j(02 ( = 0)

where

P, =[Z + (IT2) - W1l - i421-1

The physical quantity of interest is thtationay ornm
n____ =, w~~~em - '~dPOOad-1111 Which ire~
by l' 01 an can be oGtained from Eq. (5) after sbtt o e 4 Dof Eq. (6). The solution of the recursion relation of Eq. (6)
fr the correlation amplitudes (0'3" is complex because of the 4, 4,4( I'A .~A

inhomogeneities and is obtained with Greens-function
techniques for recursion relations."4

The recursion relation of Eq. (6) requires the knowledge
of the initial values of the correlations. which are given in
terms of the single-time expectation values by

V" - 0) - exp(iIfl*)(', +. 'A* - 00)

02"r- 0) - -xpif**,

(03)( 0) - -exp(idflf)46,(l 41 ). (7)

We decompose the single-time expectation values into

slowly varying amplitudes given by

A-X 4xp(- irfl).(8

The slowly varying amplitude for the population inver-
sion A' can be obtained fromn the recursion relaton
Eq. (6). with I - r. z -. and with D, rplasd by il,./T,
which can be solved with standard continued-fractin
mnthods. The other skowy varying amplitude, are then
&Wtined through the relations

0" -Yaissr +.j 1
1 J (9) rep'" ~~

elM60aistir pairt of the spectrum is obtained tri
4. +T 44S-V%~ which gsiven by

As a 1--01 U
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With the above formulation the elastic and inelastic con-
tributions to the fluorescence spectrum can be calculated
under a wide range of parameters of the bichromatic field.

We calculate fluorescence spectra by using values of
the parameters that correspond to the situation studied
experimentally by Zhu et al..' i.e.. (al - wo)T=_-
- Wj - wo)T 2 = o nT. - 20, L'i 2.)/2 = we. Iagi
.: a gf and T2 = 2T,. In the experiment spectrum

was meas~'ued for various values of the Rabi frequency Igi.
The corresponding fluorescence spectra that are pre-
dicted by Eqs. (10) and (11) are shown in Fig. 1. We note Fig. 1
that the spectra are symmetric. It is seen that the elas-
tic peaks occur at frequencies wo = (k + 1/2)n. (k
0.1.2.... ). as predicted by Eq. (11). The intensity ofa rN de en d e
given elastic peak depends on I~l'lI. and it is seen that
.ome elastic peaks are greatly enhanced for particular
values of the Rabi frequency. The inelastic es,
aitfrequencies weo f1/2 (k 0, .. 2 .... ) .

.~~K~~f.< ~ --. M number Ati44r mSiv fCjE.la.
of peaks in the spectrum increases with as a re- 4 - , cr j _t
,uency increases. We determine the width of the peaks .j%-'ca t "t~i '
'irectly from the plots and find that the linewidth (FWHM)
I)f the central inelastic peak at w. is approximately equal
to IT, and that the linewidth for the other inelastic peaks
is approximately equal to 3/(2T,). Our results are con- AU: See manuscript
sistent with the numerical calculations of Newbold and P. 7 4Ca s4 t or - 1ved
Salamo.i who calculated the spectrum by direct inte-
gration of the equations of motion for the correlation
functions.

An interesting feature in the experimentally measured
,pectri' is that the spectral peaks at frequencies we =
ik + 1/2)11 (h = 0. 1, 2.... ) were narrower than the peaks
at frequencies we = )tfl. We believe that the apparent
narrowness of the peaks at frequencies to t (k + l/2)fl
results from the presence of both inelastic and narrow.
linewidth elastic contributions to the fluorescence. Quan-
titative comparison of our theory and the experiment of
Zhu et al.* requires detailed knowledge of experimental
parameters that are not directly considered in our theory.
Doppler width, and the instrumental linewidth. AU: S. manuscript V/

In Fig. 2 we plot the calculated spectra for the bichro- P. 8
matic excitation with the same parameters as those in Fi. 2
Fig. 1 except (4m, + w.)/2 - we - 6/T. corresponding to
off- resonance excitation. The spectra are markedly aym-
metric and apparently contain more peaks than in Fig. 1. AU See manuscript V/

The calculated fluorescence spectra of Fig. I qualita- P. 8
tively demonstrate the importance of elastic scattering.
We quantify these results by calculating the total fluores-
cence intensity I., the total elastic intensity I.. and the
fluorescence intensity of some individual elastic peks ."i
as functions of the Rabi frequency. Results of these cal-
culations are shown in Fig. 3, where for the purpose of Fi3.
comparison we plot the analogous quantities that are
characteristic of resonant monochromatic excitation. In
Fig. 3al we plot the total fluorescence intensity Im a
(1 + (S))/2 and find. in agreement with previous stud-
i s."" that it oscillates as a function of the Rabi frequency
g. The peaks of 1. have been referred to as Rabi eubher-
monia resonances.

Also plotted in Fig. 3(a) is the ta elastic intensity.
which is given by
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One sees that in the bichromatic case elastic scattering
remains significant for large values of the Rabi frequency
and that the total elastic intensity also displays reso-
nances. In Fig. 3(b) we plot the intensities of the first
three elastic peaks, which occur at frequencies we z sfV2
(s = 1,3,5). Comparing Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), one sees that
clearly the kth minimum in 1. occurs at the same Rabi
frequency as the maximum in the intensity of the
(2k + )th elastic peak for k z 1. The oscillations that
are observed in the bichromatic case are completely ab-
sent in the case of resonant monochromatic excitation.

INTERPRETATION OF THE SPECTRUM IN
TERMS OF THE DRESSED STATES

.e--i ie rgn CA fembi thimd Flaspeseenewu ~ -i
spetem-h6ydevelop a uantum.theoretical descrip-
tion of the interac-tion of the atom with a fully amplitude-
modulated. two-frequency-component field. For
(w, + w.&)/2 = ,. the semiclassical Hamiltonian in the
interaction picture for the atom and the fully modulated
field is given by

H, - -g/2(exp(-iflt/2) + exp(iflf/2)](S" + S-),
(13)

and the fully quantized version of this Hamiltonian is
given by

H - tsfb'b - go(b + b)S*, (14)

where S - (S" + S'/2. The quantization is carried out
for the field with modulation frequency fl/2. If the mode
6 is in a coherent state JA), the coupling constant go is
related to the Rabi frequency Sof the optical field by go-
g13 - g1N ' , where N is the expected number of modu-
lated photons."' The photon content of the modulated
field can be obtained easily by noting that the Hamiltonian
given in Eq. (13) is essentially that for a displad bar-
monic oscillator whm eilgstat e are well known."

Using the displacement operator D(a) - ezp(b* -,

^11. the of nsta the Hamiltomian cia/ be sh- + 4
to be"' j)~JI.1SI

Iv0- E ) J (15)-
where ) - 1V'(I1) t 10)) and In) is the number state
for the modulated field. Written in terms of the eigen-
states IV',. the Hamiltonian with manifest eigenvalues

The matriz elemas of are given by

a I. 7 (-IWa)* t(nlml)W
04D~~ln)- e j ql(q. +m - 0~(n - q)l

whr ww toe date be resL The matrix elmu te, fq. (17L.
cabe simplified in th semicamicel limit a o, a -,
Als -- omam an d ar qrolma* give by

*uID(a4#4 - J...(O /d). (1B)

IWu J b the Barnsea imou Of rdW ,
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The spectral features in the resonance fluorescence
spectra can be interpreted as arising from transitions
among the dressed states"5 given in Eq. (15). The transi-
tion matrix elements are

(,.", ' ".)= --'/2... (19)

= =(mID(2g/fl)jn). (20)

The matrix elements of Eq. (19) contribute to the central
peak at w = . whereas the matrix elements of Eq. (20)
lead to peaks at . w +. tI - n)fl/2. In the semi-
classical limit the matrix elements of Eq. (20) are given
approximately by

('P'"IS2'P'V = "2J-(.4g/f). (21)

The width of the transitions can be calculated from the
decay of the density matrix elements in the basis, Eq. (15).
For coherent transitions (elastic scattering), interference
between transition amplitudes leads to the suppression of
some spectral features. For example. the elastic scatter- jU1t
ing at wo + (m - i)11/2 will be determined by -I/.~ 7% 2a d i sI~

Lo' - D(ng)]jIn (2 2)

which is zero when m - n is even. We have verified that
the matrix elements of Eqs. (19) and (20) correctly predict
the intensity of the spectral features shown in Fig. 1.

It should be noted that for a fully amplitude-moduiated
field the field amplitude can vary as cos(flt/2), a bichro-
matic field, or as (1 4 costlt/2)]. a three-frequency field.
The later case was analyzed by Blind et al.," who showed
that the atom-field eigenstates are the same as those
shown in Eq. (15). In contrast, the eigenvalues for three-
frequency excitation are equal to ± %g t %nil - &g/2fl,
which depend on the Rabi frequency and hence are dra-
matically different from those for bichromatic excitation
[see Eq. (1611. Consequently the elastic scattering for
three-frequency excitation occurs at frequencies we t
nfl/2, whereas the inelastic scattering occurs at we :e g *
nfl/2. This result shows that the fluorescence spectrum
of two-level atoms that are excited by a fully amplitude-
modulated field can have qute different ebaracteristics.
which are dependent on the specific form of the field.
However, the variation of the total scattered intensity
and the total elastic intensity as functions of the Rabi
frequency are quite similar to the results for a three-
frequency field.



CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have developed a theoretical framework
with a continued-fraction method, which is used to calcu-
late the fluorescence spectrum of two-level atoms under
strong bichromatic excitation. We have derived analytical
expression for the dressed states of the system that consists
of two-level atoms interacting with a fully amplitude-
modulated. bichromatic field. The spectra can be inter-
preted in terms of the transitions among these dressed 2..
atom-field states. i 4  lwva

Note added during publication: It has come to our a L-_
tent ion that H. Freedhoff and Z. Chen1 ecently reported

J'methoohor calculation of the resonance fluorescence
spectrum of a two-level atom in a bichromatic field.
Some of the results presented in this paper appear to dif-
fer from those reported by Freedhoff and Chen.
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,g I. Theoretical fluorescence spectra produced by
5 chromatic-field excitation under the conditions flT2 - 20,

T= 10. and T2 - 2T,. The spectra, from bottom to top, are
fot ncresSnU values of the resonant Rob, frequency g = Igil =
;g~l of the field components. STI is (al) 20. (a2l 15 (3) 10, and
(a4) 5 The curves in the left-hand column give the inelastic con-
tributions to the fluorescence spectra, whereas the curves in the
right-hand column show both elastic and inelastic contributions.
The spectra are convolved with a Lorentzian transmission func-
tion with a linewidth 0.01/TI. The vertical axes of the figures
are labeled with consistent units so that the fluorescence intensi-
tics can be compared. The average frequency (wi + a,)/

2 of the
bachromatic field is equal to the atomic frequency w,.

Fig. 2. Calculated fluorescence spectra for bichromatic excita-
tion. The parameters are the same as those in Fig. I except
(a, + -0ajl/2 - we - 6/7T. corresponding to off-resonance ecita.
tion. The relative intensity units are the same as those of Fig. L

Fig. 3. (a) Contributions to the fluorescence intensity verus the
Raba frequency g. The dashed curve represents the total scatter-
ing intensity 1w,. and the solid curve represents the toa elastic
scattering intensity 1..' for bichromatic excitation, as described
in Fig. 1. The long-and-short-dashed curve and the dot-dashed
curve represent the corresponding quantities for monochro-
matic excitation. (b) Elastic scattering intensity I.d for p ks
at frequencies we t s112 (summed over + and -) as a function
of the Rabi frequency g for the case of bichromatic excitation.
Solid curve, elastic scattering intensity I',; dotted curm, elas-
tic scattering intensity 13; dot-dashed curve, elastic scattering
intensity 1.'.
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